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We provide the general expression of the cross section for exclusive deeply virtual photon electro-
production from a spin-1=2 target using current parametrizations of the off-forward correlation function in
a nucleon for different beam and target polarization configurations up to twist-three accuracy. All
contributions to the cross section including deeply virtual Compton scattering, the Bethe-Heitler process,
and their interference, are described within a helicity-amplitude-based framework which is also
relativistically covariant and readily applicable to both the laboratory frame and in a collider kinematic
setting. Our formalism renders a clear physical interpretation of the various components of the cross section
by making a connection with the known characteristic structure of the electron scattering coincidence
reactions. In particular, we focus on the total angular momentum, Jz, and on the orbital angular momentum,
Lz. On one side, we uncover an avenue to a precise extraction of Jz, given by the combination of
generalized parton distributions, H þ E, through a generalization of the Rosenbluth separation method
used in elastic electron proton scattering. On the other side, we single out for the first time, the twist-three
angular modulations of the cross section that are sensitive to Lz. The proposed generalized Rosenbluth
technique adds constraints and can be extended to additional observables relevant to the mapping of the
three-dimensional structure of the nucleon.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.101.054021
I. INTRODUCTION
Current experimental programs of Jefferson Lab and
COMPASS at CERN, as well as the planned future
Electron Ion Collider (EIC) [1,2] are providing new avenues
for concretely accessing the three-dimensional quark and
gluon structure of the nucleon and of the atomic nucleus.
Knowledge of both the momentum and spatial distributions
of quarks and gluons inside the nucleonwill be conducive to
understanding, within quantum chromodynamics (QCD),
the mechanical properties of all strongly interacting matter.
This includes the mass, energy density, angular momentum,
pressure and shear force distributions in both momentum
and coordinate space. The key to unlocking direct exper-
imental access to spatial distributions of partons inside the
proton was provided by Ji in Ref. [3], where he suggested
deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS), ep → e0p0γ, as
a fundamental probe where the high virtuality of the
exchanged photon makes it possible to gain insight into
the partonic structure of the proton. Simultaneously, by
measuring the four-momentum transfer between the initial
and final proton, similarly to elastic scattering experiments,
one can obtain information on the location of the partons
inside the proton by Fourier transformation.
A challenging question since its inception has been to
provide the formalism and theoretical framework for deeply
virtual exclusive-type experiments including DVCS, [4–11],
deeply virtual meson production, ep → e0p0M, and timelike
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Compton scattering (TCS), γp → lþl−p0, where a large
invariant mass lepton pair is produced [12–15]. Separately
measuring all of the helicity amplitudes which contribute to
the hadronic current can allow us to constrain the underlying
theoretical picture in terms of generalized parton distribu-
tions (GPDs) [3,16] (see reviews in Refs. [17–19]). This
stringent constraint on theoretical hypotheses will only be
possible if the polarizations of the initial and final particles
are measured.
In this paper we derive a formulation of the deeply
virtual photon electroproduction cross section in terms of
helicity amplitudes. We calculate all configurations where
the beam and/or the target polarizations are measured for
DVCS, for the Bethe-Heitler (BH) process, and for the
interference term between the two. Extensions to include
recoil polarization measurements and TCS will be provided
in future publications. While many dedicated previous
publications on this subject [4–11,18] have been useful
to guide an initial set of experiments (reviewed in
Ref. [19]), we are now entering a more quantitative and
accurate experimental era that will extend from the modern
Jefferson Lab program into the future EIC kinematic range.
For a reliable extraction and interpretation of physics
observables from experiment it is, therefore, timely to
introduce the formalism for all deeply virtual exclusive
processes according to the following set of benchmarks:
(i) Be general, covariant, and exactly calculable.
(ii) Provide kinematic phase separation.
(iii) Provide clear information extraction.
To clarify benchmark i), the formalism should be general
so as to consistently describe and compare observables
from all of the deeply virtual exclusive processes. All steps
from the construction of the lepton and hadron matrix
elements to the final observable should be clearly displayed
and directly calculated, including any instance of kinematic
approximations. The formalism should be present in a
covariant description which can be used to interpret
experimental results in any reference frame.
Benchmark ii) implies that a clear pathway to data
analysis should be provided where, for any independent
polarization configuration, one has control over both the
dynamic Q2 dependence (twist expansion) and the kin-
ematic dependence, including Oð1=Q2Þ subleading terms.
In particular, each polarization correlation in the DVCS
cross section can be written as the sum of terms of different
twist, each one of these terms in turn appearing with a
characteristic dependence on the azimuthal angle, ϕ, the
virtual photon polarization vector’s phase. Both the ϕ and
Q2 dependence of the BH cross section are, instead, of pure
kinematic origin resulting from the components of the four-
vector products in the transverse plane. The interference
term contains ϕ dependence originating from both sources
which has to be carefully disentangled.
The ultimate goal of benchmark iii) is to bring out the
physical interpretation of the different contributions to the
cross section. The standard treatment of all exclusive
leptoproduction processes has been to organize the cross
section in a generalized Rosenbluth form [20] (see e.g.,
Refs. [21–25]). The same formalism is extended here to
ep → e0p0γ. For example, this opens the way to uniquely
determine the direct contribution of angular momentum as
parametrized in Ref. [3] by the sum of GPDs, H þ E by
Rosenbluth separation. The contribution of other GPDs can
be disentangled within the same approach. The extraction
of observables by Rosenbluth separation grants us a much
needed extraction tool as well as a model-independent
methodology.
The structure of the virtual Compton scattering and BH
cross sections was previously studied in several papers,
starting from the pioneering work of Ref. [4] to the more
recent helicity-based formulations of Refs. [9–11,26,27].
While some of the benchmarks were met in previous works,
this is the first time, to our knowledge, that all criteria are
satisfied within a unified description. Specifically, helicity-
based formulations were outlined but not fully worked out
by Diehl and collaborators in Refs. [10,17,28]. Detailed
derivations were subsequently given in Refs. [7–9,18].
However, in an attempt to organize systematically the
various kinematic dependencies, the contributions of the
various polarization configurations were expanded into a
Fourier series in ϕ. This step provided a convenient,
although approximate scheme to organize an otherwise
rather complicated kinematic structure into harmonics. The
most evident drawback of the “Fourier harmonics”
approach is that it disallowed a straightforward physical
interpretation. Contributions that are vital to extract, for
instance, the angular momentum terms have been either
disregarded or deemed as subleading. A confusing situation
has arisen on the role of various terms contributing at twist
two and twist three as well as on the kinematic power
corrections (see talk in Ref. [29]) to which we provide a
remedy.
We present the general structure of the cross section in
terms of its BH, DVCS, and BH-DVCS interference terms
in Sec. II. The DVCS contribution to the cross section is
written in terms of structure functions for the various beam
and target polarization configurations in Sec. III. The
DVCS cross section displays the characteristic azimuthal
angular dependence of coincidence scattering processes
that stems from the phase dependence of the γp → γ0p0,
helicity amplitudes with the virtual photon, γ, aligned
along the z axis [10,21–26]. In Sec. III we also provide an
interpretation of the various polarization structures in terms
of twist-two and twist-three GPDs.
The BH contribution is described in Sec. IV. For each
parity-conserving polarization configuration the BH cross
section is written in a Rosenbluth-type form, displaying
two quadratic nucleon form factor combinations multiplied
by coefficients functions. In the unpolarized case, for
instance, the two form factors correspond to the nucleon
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electric and magnetic form factors. The coefficient func-
tions are given by nontrivial expressions in ϕ. The
complicated structure of the ϕ dependence of these
coefficients, in comparison to the DVCS one shown in
Sec. III, is due to the fact that i) the lepton part of the cross
section also contains an outgoing photon compared to the
simpler e → γe0 vertex in DVCS, and ii) the BH virtual
photon momentum, Δ, is also offset from the z axis by the
polar angle, θ.
The complication introduced in the BH kinematics also
affects the BH-DVCS interference term. In Sec. V we
present a formulation that keeps the kinematic ϕ depend-
ence stemming from four-vector products of the various
momenta distinct from the helicity amplitudes’ (dynamic)
phase dependence inherent to the polarization vectors. The
conclusions and outlook are presented in Sec. VI. The
Appendixes contain many details of the calculation that
are useful for both a direct verification of the helicity
amplitude formalism results and possible extensions to
other configurations.
The main advantage of adopting our newly proposed
formalism is that it brings out the inherent Rosenbluth-type
structure of the deeply virtual exclusive scattering proc-
esses. Similarly to the BH contribution, the interference
term can be written in an extended Rosenbluth-type form
where, instead of two quadratic nucleon form factor
combinations, we now have three combinations containing
products of form factors and GPD-dependent terms. For
illustration, we show the BH contribution to the unpolar-
ized cross section in Eq. (1), and the leading-order













The detailed equations are derived and discussed in the
following sections. This is not an exhaustive listing, and,
for illustration purposes, only the unpolarized case for BH
[Eq. (1)] and the unpolarized leading order for the BH-
DVCS interference term [labeled I in Eq. (2)] are quoted.
In both equations, F1, F2 are the Dirac and Pauli form
factors, GM ¼ F1 þ F2 is the magnetic form factor
(GE ¼ F1 − τF2), and t is the momentum transfer squared,
(τ ¼ −t=4M2); in Eq. (2) H; E; H̃ are Compton form
factors containing the GPDs that integrate to F1, F2 and
GA, respectively [17]. ABH; BBH are kinematic coefficients
which are exactly calculable and rendered in covariant form
in the following sections; AI ; BI ; CI are also covariant
kinematic coefficients which, however, contain an extra
dependence on the phase ϕ as we also explain in what
follows. The new formalism allows us to emphasize the
physics content of the cross section: Eqs. (1) and (2) show a
similar form where in both cases we can identify the first
term in the equation with the electric form factor type
contribution, and the second term with the magnetic form
factor contribution. For the BH-DVCS interference we also
have an extra function which includes the axial GPD
(interestingly, a similar term would also be present in
BH but it violates parity). Similar structures are found for
other polarization configurations.
To be clear, we replace the “harmonics-based” formalism
adopted in most DVCS analyses with a Rosenbluth-based
formulation which emphasizes the physics content of the
various contributions, e.g., by making a clear parallel with
coincidence scattering experiments, even if this implies
introducing more complex ϕ-dependent kinematic coeffi-
cients. Instead of following a harmonics-based prescription
which, as shown in many instances, is fraught with
ambiguities, we organize the cross section by both its
phase dependence, disentangling the twist-two and trans-
versity gluons from higher-twist contributions, and its form
factor content. The price of evaluating more complex ϕ
structures is paid off not only by having a much clearer
physics-based formulation, but also by the fact that the
coefficients are exactly calculable: no approximation enters
the calculation within the Born approximation adopted
here. The numerical dependence on the various kinematic
variables will be discussed in an upcoming publication.
In Figs. 1 and 2 we illustrate the workings of the
Rosenbluth separation for typical kinematic settings from
the Jefferson Lab experiment E00-110 [30]. In Fig. 1 we
show, on the lhs, the ep → e0p0γ unpolarized cross section
data plotted vs ϕ; on the rhs we plot the reduced cross
section for the same set of data vs the kinematic variable
ABH=BBH (the detailed definition of this quantity is given in
Sec. IV). The BH cross section appears as a linear function
of the variable ABH=BBH, with intercept given by τG2M and
slope given by F21 þ τF22. The difference between the data
and the BH line reflects the contribution from the DVCS
process.
A generalized Rosenbluth separation can be performed
for the BH-DVCS interference case, Eq. (2), by defining an
analogous kinematic variable, AI=BI similar to ABH=BBH
defined for BH (Fig. 2). The coefficient CI is negligible
compared to the other two. The intercept with the y axis is
given by τGMReðHþ EÞ.1 Therefore, by exploiting the
generalized Rosenbluth form of the BH-DVCS cross
1In the kinematic regime considered the DVCS contribution
is expected to be dominated by the BH-DVCS interference term;
the correction from the pure DVCS contribution is estimated to be
≈10%.
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section one can directly extract the Compton form factor
combination describing angular momentum [3]. This term
was deemed of higher order in all of the previous analyses
because, similarly to what happens in elastic scattering and
in the τG2M term in BH, it is kinematically suppressed;
however, it can be extracted if one disentangles it according
to our proposed generalized Rosenbluth formulation. We
reiterate that our example is for illustration purposes
only. To obtain a precise value of both ImðHþ EÞ and
ReðHþ EÞ, a systematic analysis is in preparation.
II. GENERAL FRAMEWORK
DVCS is measured in leptoproduction of a real photon in
the region of large momentum transfer between the initial
and final lepton, where also an interference with the Bethe-
Heitler radiation occurs, according to the reaction,
lðk; hÞ þ pðp;ΛÞ → l0ðk0; hÞ þ γðq0;Λ0γÞ þ p0ðp0;Λ0Þ ð3Þ
with indicated momenta and helicities (Figs. 3 and 4). In this
paper we present the formalism for a spin-1=2 (nucleon)
target.
The cross section is differential in the four-momentum
squared of the virtual photon, Q2, the four-momentum
transfer squared between the initial and final protons, t,
the Bjorken xBj ¼ Q2=2Mν, with ν being the energy of the
virtual photon, and two azimuthal angles measured
relative to the lepton scattering plane: the angle ϕ to the
photon-target scattering plane and the angle ϕS to the
transverse component of the target polarization vector, as
displayed in Fig. 4. In what follows we give a detailed
definition of both the general cross section and the various
observables for deeply virtual photon production off
a spin-1=2 target.
FIG. 2. Rosenbluth separation applied to the same data set
as in Fig. 1 [30]. The reduced cross section is plotted vs the
kinematic variable AI=BI defined in Eq. (2) and Sec. V. The line
represents a model calculation and it intercepts the y axis at
τGMReðHþ EÞ. The data points are the BH-DVCS contribution
extracted by subtracting the calculated BH term from the
unpolarized absolute cross section data of Ref. [30]. The line
is a model evaluation obtained using GPDs from Ref. [27]. The
graphs also shows kinematic projections at higher Q2, or by
varying the angle θee0 between the initial and final lepton.
FIG. 1. Left panel: A sample of the new precise ep → e0p0γ data from Ref. [30] for unpolarized lepton proton scattering in the
kinematic setting: Ee ¼ 5.75 GeV, Q2 ¼ 1.82 GeV2, xBj ¼ 0.34, t ¼ −0.172 GeV2. The cross section is plotted vs the azimuthal
angle, ϕ. The curves represent the BH contribution: the τG2M term (red dashed line), ðF21 þ τF22Þ term (red solid line), and the sum of the
two (blue). Right panel: Reduced cross section obtained from the same set of data plotted vs the kinematic variable ABH=BBH from
the Rosenbluth-type formula defined in Sec. IV. The straight line represents the BH calculation intercepting the y axis at τG2M. The
difference between the data points and the curve reflects the contribution from the DVCS process. The formulation of the BH cross
section is given in detail in Sec. IV.
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A. Cross section




T is a coherent superposition of the DVCS and Bethe-
Heitler amplitudes,
Tðk; p; k0; q0; p0Þ ¼ TDVCSðk; p; k0; q0; p0Þ
þ TBHðk; p; k0; q0; p0Þ; ð5Þ
yielding,
jTj2 ¼ jTBH þ TDVCSj2 ¼ jTBHj2 þ jTDVCSj2 þ I ; ð6Þ
I ¼ TBHTDVCS þ TDVCSTBH: ð7Þ
In the one-photon-exchange approximation the leptonic
parts for DVCS and BH are (Fig. 3),
ðDVCSÞ lðkÞ → l0ðk0Þ þ γðqÞ; ð8aÞ
ðBHÞ lðkÞ → l0ðk0Þ þ γðΔÞ þ γ0ðq0Þ; ð8bÞ
while the DVCS and BH hadronic processes are given by,
ðDVCSÞ γðqÞ þ p → γ0ðq0Þ þ p0; ð9aÞ










where α is the electromagnetic (EM) fine-structure con-
stant. Γ has dimensions of GeV−4; the modulus squared of
the matrix elements therefore has dimensions of GeV−2,
consistently with the cross section definition (4). We define,









with q ¼ k − k0, and Q2 ¼ −q2, with M being the proton
mass. Other kinematic variables are,3
FIG. 3. Exclusive electroproduction of a photon through the DVCS and BH processes.
FIG. 4. Kinematics setting for the DVCS (right panel) and BH (left panel) processes.
2Note that the dimensions of the cross section are nb=GeV4.
Equation (4) is consistent with the definition of jTj2 having
dimensions of 1/(energy) squared while the helicity amplitudes,
defined below, are dimensionless (see Appendix A).
3Weuse the light-cone kinematics notationv ¼ ðv0  v3Þ= ffiffiffi2p ,
and the metric goo ¼ 1; g11 ¼ g22 ¼ g33 ¼ −1.
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; s¼ ðkþpÞ2; y¼ ðpqÞðpkÞ ; ð12cÞ
where ξ represents the skewness parameter, or the differ-
ence in the “þ” momenta of the incoming and outgoing
quarks, −Δþ=ð2PþÞ, in the large-Q2 limit [31].
Notice that the virtual photons in the BH and DVCS
amplitudes are different: in DVCS the virtual photon has
four-momentum q, setting the hard scale of the scattering
process, Q2, while in BH it has four-momentum Δ.
The DVCS amplitude is written as,
TDVCS ¼ ½ūðk0; hÞγνuðk; hÞWμνðp; p0ÞðεΛγ0μðq0ÞÞ; ð13Þ
where the quantity in square brackets denotes the leptonic
process. Wμν is the DVCS hadronic tensor to be described
in Sec. III; εΛγ0μðq0Þ is the polarization vector of the
outgoing photon, γ0.
For BH one has,
TBH ¼ ½ðεΛγ0μðq0ÞÞLhμνðk;k0;q0ÞŪðp0;Λ0ÞΓνUðp;ΛÞ; ð14Þ
where one factors out the quantity in the square brackets
denoting the lepton part, and the nucleon current. We
denote the electron helicity as h, the initial (final) proton
helicity as Λ (Λ0), the final photon helicity as Λ0γ, and the
exchanged photon helicity for DVCS as Λγ . The helicity
dependence of the two types of amplitudes can be made








h ðk; k0; qÞf
ΛγΛ0γ
ΛΛ0 ðq; p; q0; p0Þ; ð15Þ
T
hΛ0γ
BH;Λ;Λ0 ¼ ½BhΛ0γ ðk; k0; q0;ΔÞν½JΛΛ0 ðΔ; p; p0Þν: ð16Þ
A
Λγ
h corresponds to the lepton-photon interaction in
Eq. (8a) and Fig. 3 (left), while ½BhΛ0γ ν corresponds to the






ūðk0; hÞγμuðk; hÞðεΛγμ ðqÞÞ; ð17Þ
B
hΛ0γ
ν ¼ 1Δ2 ðε
Λγ0μðq0ÞÞLhμνðk; k0; q0Þ: ð18Þ
The helicity amplitudes for the γp → γ0p0 scattering




ΛΛ0 ðq; p; q0; p0Þ ¼ ½εΛγ ðqÞμWμν½εΛ
0
γ ðq0Þν; ð19Þ
JνΛΛ0 ðΔ; p; p0Þ ¼ Ūðp0;Λ0Þ







where F1 and F2 are the proton Dirac and Pauli form
factors. Wμν is parametrized in terms of GPDs Compton
form factors (CFFs), which are complex amplitudes. In this
paper we adopt the parametrization of Ref. [31] including
twist-two and twist-three GPDs. The explicit expressions
for the DVCS lepton, A
Λγ
h , and hadron f
ΛγΛ0γ
ΛΛ0 , helicity
amplitudes, are given in Sec. III; the BH lepton tensor, Lhμν
(see also Ref. [5]), and hadronic current JμΛΛ0 , are given
in Sec. IV.
In the expressions above we introduced the polarization
vector for the virtual photon in the DVCS process, εΛγ ðqÞ.
While in the BH term the helicity of the exchanged photon
with momentum Δ is summed over, in DVCS the virtual
photon helicity is singled out to separate the contributions
of different twist. In particular, similarly to deep inelastic
scattering, the twist-two term corresponds to transversely
polarized photons, the twist-three term contains one lon-
gitudinally polarized photon, and the twist-four term
contains two longitudinally polarized photons. We will
see in Sec. III that DVCS allows for the helicity flip of
transversely polarized photons, 1 → −1, described by the
transversity gluon GPD terms.
B. Kinematics
We begin by choosing the kinematics in the target rest
frame, i.e., as in Fig. 4. Notice, however, that the formalism
developed in Secs. III, IVand V is fully covariant and it can
therefore be extended to collider kinematics with either
collinear or crossed beams. The incoming and outgoing
electrons define the lepton plane, which is chosen here to be
the x-z plane; the hadron plane is fixed by the outgoing
photon and the outgoing proton momentum at an azimuthal
angle ϕ from the x axis. In this frame the four-momenta for
the overall process, with q⃗ ¼ k⃗ − k⃗0 along the negative z
axis read,
4The formalism considered throughout this paper is valid at
order αEM.
5We adopt here the formalism for the helicity amplitudes as in
Ref. [32] for states with momenta at angles θ;ϕ (see Ref. [33] for
a detailed description of this formalism).
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k≡ jk⃗jð1; sin θl; 0; cos θlÞ;
k0 ≡ jk⃗0jð1; sin θ0l; 0; cos θ0lÞ;





q0 ≡ jq⃗0jð1; sin θ cosϕ; sin θ sinϕ; cos θÞ;
p≡ ðM; 0; 0; 0Þ;
p0 ≡ ðp00; jp⃗0j sin θ0 cosϕ; jp⃗0j sin θ0 sinϕ; jp⃗0j cos θ0Þ;
Δ ¼ p0 − p
≡ ðp00 −M; jp⃗0j sin θ0 cosϕ; jp⃗0j sin θ0 sinϕ; jp⃗0j cos θ0Þ;
ð21Þ
where we have taken the leptons to be massless. Note that
the exchanged photon in BH has momentum Δ ¼ p0 − p,
while in DVCS it has momentum q ≠ p0 − p.
All kinematic variables defined in Eq. (21) are written
below in terms of invariants. The angular dependence of the
various momenta can be written in terms of the invariants
xBj, y, γ2, t, and M, Eqs. (11) and (12a)–(12c). For the
lepton angles one has,






















ð1 − yÞ ;
cos θ0l ¼




ð1 − yÞ ¼ −











; jk⃗0j ¼ jk⃗jð1 − yÞ ¼ Qð1 − yÞ
γy
: ð23Þ
Finally, the angle between the two electrons, θee0 , is
defined by,
cos θee0 ¼





The outgoing photon angle, θ, is obtained from the
following equation that defines t:





























Notice that the virtual photon is along the negative z axis,
and therefore q3 ¼ −jq⃗j. Also note that the specification of
azimuthal angles does not change from the laboratory to the
c.m. frame, since the γ is in the same direction and the
orientation of the planes is unchanged under the boost to
the c.m.
The allowed region of t is given by varying cos θ for each
fixed Q2, ν, and q00. In the laboratory frame this is
equivalent to the elementary problem of finding either
the minimum energy of the nucleon, p00, or the maximum
energy of the photon, q00, that conserves the overall energy,





Eq. (25) for q00 for cos θ ¼ 1, gives the minimum t,






















so the minimum momentum transfer is equivalent to a
target mass correction. The following relation holds in the
given reference frame between t, ξ, t0, and ΔT
6:




An important variable that appears in all electroproduc-
tion processes is the ratio of the longitudinal to transverse
virtual photon flux,


















where the functions A
Λγ
h connect the lepton helicity to the
virtual photon helicity.
In summary, given the initial beam energy and momen-
tum encoded in k, the initial proton energy and momentum,
p, and Q2, xBj, t, we can reconstruct all the components of
6In the light-cone frame where we evaluate GPDs in what
follows, the relation becomes, t ¼ t0 − Δ
2
T
1−ξ2. The relationship is
frame-dependent because ΔT is not invariant under transverse
boosts [17].
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the final particles’ four-vectors k0, p0, q0 as a function of the
azimuthal angle ϕ.
1. Phase dependence
The DVCS helicity amplitudes (15) are evaluated in the
c.m. frame of the final hadron system, which defines the
hadron plane at an angle ϕ with respect to the lab lepton
plane. To evaluate the cross section one has to transform to
the laboratory lepton frame by applying a rotation of −ϕ
about the z axis. Another way to express this is that the
lepton produces a definite helicity virtual photon specified
in the lepton x-z plane, while the virtual photon’s inter-
action with the hadrons occurs in the hadron plane which is
rotated through an azimuthal angle ϕ. Phases appear in the
definition of the DVCS contribution to the cross section as
a consequence of such a rotation about the axis where the
virtual photon lies [34,35]. To implement this we first
define the polarization vectors for the virtual photon of




p ð0;∓ 1; i; 0Þ;
εΛγ¼0 ≡ 1
Q






; 0; 0; 1

: ð30Þ





p ð0;∓ cos θ cosϕþ i sinϕ;
∓ cos θ sinϕþ i cosϕ; sin θÞ: ð31Þ
The outgoing photon polarization vectors obey the follow-
ing completeness relation obtained by summing over the






ν ðq0Þ ¼ −gμν: ð32Þ
One can see that the ϕ rotation about the z axis changes the
phase of the transverse components, and leaves the longi-
tudinal polarization vector unchanged. The transformed










p ð0;∓ 1; i; 0Þ þ ð0; 0T; sin θÞ: ð34Þ
The dependence on the angle θ arises from the fact that the
photon’s momentum, q0, is produced at an angle with the
z axis. Equations (31) and (34) become the same as Eqs. (30)
and (33) in the forward (i.e., collinear with the virtual photon
along the−z direction) limit. From Eq. (26) one can see that
in the limit t=Q2 → 0, cos θ ≈ 1 to orderOð1=Q4Þ (given by
γ4), while sin θ ≈ 0 to order Oð1=Q2Þ (or γ2).
One can therefore display explicitly a phase term as
shown in Eq. (34) in the θ → 0 limit.
As we show in the following sections it is the incoming
photon polarization vector, through Eq. (33), that character-
izes the phase dependence of the DVCS contribution to the
cross section.
C. Observables
The helicity formalism allows us to identify polarization
observables for the various beam and target configurations.
The total number of twist-two and twist-three CFFs we
wish to extract from the observables is 32 ¼ 2 × 16 (the
factor of 2 is from considering theIm andRe parts in each
CFF, corresponding to four distinct GPDs in the quark
twist-two sector, eight twist-three quark GPDs (four in the
vector and axial-vector sectors, respectively) and four
transversity gluon GPDs (the explicit expressions for all
of these quantities are given in Sec. III). The four twist-two
and eight twist-three GPDs correspond to the specific
quark-proton polarization configurations listed in Table I
where we adopt the symbolism where the first letter refers
to the polarization of the quark, Pq, and the second to the
polarization of the proton target, Pp.
In the twist-two sector, the following quark-proton
polarizations contribute: PqPp¼UU;LL;UT;LT. Along
with the GPDs, we also list the transverse momentum
distributions (TMDs) corresponding to the same spin
configurations. Notice that the TMD f⊥1T appears with
an asterisk. This is to signify that while the UT configu-
ration is the same as for the GPD E, these two quantities
have opposite behavior under PT transformations, namely
E is naive T-even by definition, while f1T is naive T-odd: E
and f⊥1T originate from the Re and Im parts of the same
generalized TMD (GTMD) [31].
In the twist-three sector we find new relations: the
combinations 2H̃2TþE2T , and 2H̃02TþE02T encode quark-
gluon-quark correlations that arise for an unpolarized quark
in an unpolarized proton, and a longitudinally polarized
quark proton configuration, respectively. These GPDs can
be, therefore, described as twist-three correspondents of the
GPDs H, and H̃, respectively. The TMDs for the same
configuration are also listed. Similarly, the combination
H2T þ to−t4M2 H̃2T is the twist-three correspondent of the GPD
E. Notice that the twist-three TMDs with the same UT
polarization configuration are f0T and f
⊥
T , which are
T-odd, similarly as for the twist-two case of f⊥1T . The
GPD H02T þ to−t4M2 H̃02T is the twist-three correspondent to Ẽ;
it is an off-forward extension of g0T and g
⊥
T (gT , T-even) (see
also Ref. [37]). The twist-three distributions that cannot be
associated with any of the twist-two PqPp polarization
configurations are listed separately. These functions carry
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new physical information on the structure of the proton.
Two new correlations involving longitudinal polarization
correspond to the GPDs Ẽ2T and Ẽ02T . These functions are
particularly interesting because they single out the orbital
component of angular momentum (OAM) [37–41]. Notice
that the careful analysis performed in this paper allows us to
point out precisely which polarization configurations are
sensitive to OAM and to, therefore, dispel the notion that
OAM cannot be measured in DVCS. Finally, the functions
H̃2T and H̃02T involve “in plane” transverse polarization.
Their study will open up the way to understanding the
contribution of transverse OAM.
The various polarization configurations listed in the third
column of Table I enter the different beam polarizations,
PBeam ¼ U, L, and target proton polarizations, Pp ¼ U, L,
T, in the DVCS and BH-DVCS interference (I) terms,












ðσhþ − σh−Þ ¼ σDVCSUL þ σIUL; ð35cÞ





ðσTh;þ − σTh;−Þ ¼ σDVCSUT þ σIUT; ð35eÞ
σLT ¼ σTþþ − σTþ− − ðσT−þ − σT−−Þ ¼ σDVCSLT þ σBHLT þ σILT;
ð35fÞ
where h and Λ are the electron and target helicities,
respectively. Equations (35a)–(35f) can be used to navigate
the last two columns in Table I. Notice that the various
polarization observables in DVCS are interpreted differ-
ently than similar observables or helicity configurations in
inclusive or semi-inclusive experiments. In DVCS the
observables are bilinear forms that contain quadratic
expressions of the CFFs (the interference term contains
products of nucleon form factors and CFFs). This makes it
difficult to isolate specific GPDs within each observable,
since summing terms with different polarizations does not
produce cancellations like the ones appearing in inclusive
scattering processes. For instance, unpolarized scattering
measures the PDF f1 in inclusive scattering, while for
DVCS the UU term contains both the vector, H, and axial-
vector, H̃ GPDs. Equivalently, the scattering of a longitu-
dinally polarized electron from a longitudinally polarized
target measures both vector and axial-vector GPDs in
DVCS, while the axial-vector component, g1, can be
singled out in the inclusive case. A clearer physics
interpretation of the interference term is, however, attain-
able by formulating this contribution according to the
standard notation used for elastic electron-proton scattering
TABLE I. Polarization observables for the DVCS and BH-DVCS interference contributions to the ep → e0p0γ0 cross section. The
GPD content entering the complex CFFs for each polarization configuration is listed in the first column (we use boldface characters for
the dominant terms); the corresponding twist is in the second column; the third column contains the polarization of the quark and proton;
the fourth column indicates the TMDs with the same quark-proton polarization configuration; in the last two columns the observables’
beam and target polarization configurations are displayed.
GPD Twist PqPp TMD PBeamPp (DVCS) PBeamPp (I)
Hþ ξ2
1−ξE
2 UU f1 UU, LL, UTsinðϕ−ϕsÞ, LTcosðϕ−ϕsÞ UUcosϕ, LUsinϕ
H̃þ ξ2
1−ξ Ẽ
2 LL g1 UU, LL, UTsinðϕ−ϕsÞ, LTcosðϕ−ϕsÞ UUcosϕ, ULcosϕ, LUsinϕ, LLsinϕ, UT
cosϕ
sinϕ , LTcosϕ
E 2 UT f⊥ðÞ1T UT
sinðϕ−ϕsÞ, LTcosðϕ−ϕsÞ UUcosϕ, LUsinϕ, UT, LT, UTcosϕ, UTsinϕ
Ẽ 2 LT g1T UTsinðϕ−ϕsÞ, LTcosðϕ−ϕsÞ ULsinϕ, LLcosϕ, UTcosϕ, UTsinϕ
HþE 2 … … … UUcosϕ, LUsinϕ, ULsinϕ, LLcosϕ, UTcosϕ, UTsinϕ
2H̃2T þ E2T − ξẼ2T 3 UU f⊥ UUcosϕ, LUsinϕ UU;LU
2H̃02T þ E02T − ξẼ02T 3 LL g⊥L UUcosϕ, LUsinϕ UU;LU
H2T þ to−t4M2 H̃2T 3 UT fðÞT ; f⊥ðÞT UUcosϕ, ULcosϕ, LUsinϕ, LLcosϕ UU;LU
H02T þ to−t4M2 H̃02T 3 LT g0T ; g⊥T UUcosϕ,ULcosϕ, LUsinϕ, LLcosϕ UU;LU
Ẽ2T − ξE2T 3 UL f⊥ðÞL UU
cosϕ, ULcosϕ, LUsinϕ, LLcosϕ UU;LU;UT
Ẽ02T − ξE02T 3 LU g⊥ðÞ UUcosϕ, ULcosϕ, LUsinϕ, LLcosϕ UU;LU;UT
H̃2T 3 UTx f⊥ðÞT UU
cosϕ, ULcosϕ, LUsinϕ, LLcosϕ UU;LU;UT
H̃02T 3 LTx g
⊥
T UU
cosϕ, ULcosϕ, LUsinϕ, LLcosϕ UU;LU;UT
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in the one-photon-exchange approximation, generalizing
the Rosenbluth cross section [20] (Sec. V).
In conclusion, the physics picture summarized in Table I,
calls for a different approach than the standard analysis
methods used so far to extract information from inclusive/
semi-inclusive polarized scattering experiments. We, first
of all, notice that by writing the cross section in a
generalized Rosenbluth form, the GPD combination,
(H þ E), appears naturally in the formalism as the coef-
ficient of the magnetic form factor term. We, therefore,
separately list this observable and the corresponding beam-
target polarization configurations in Table I. On more
general grounds, in DVCS measurements one cannot rely
on the dominance of any specific observable for any given
polarization configuration, but multiple structure functions,
translated into multiple CFFs, appear simultaneously in the
cross section. Our easily readable formalism was con-
structed in such a way as to facilitate the analysis of these
observables. Numerical evaluations will be shown in a
forthcoming publication.
III. DEEPLY VIRTUAL COMPTON
SCATTERING CROSS SECTION
In this sectionwe present the detailed structure of the cross
section for DVCS in terms of helicity amplitudes. Our
formulation is consistent with the work in Refs. [10,26]
where a general notation was introduced to describe the
various beam and target polarization configurations for a
wide variety of electron-proton scattering processes from
semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) to DVCS.
While specifically for SIDIS a more detailed notation
following Refs. [10,26] was developed subsequently in
Ref. [42], an analogous complete description of the exclusive
processes including DVCS, TCS and their respective back-
ground BH processes has so far been lacking.
The formalism presented here allows us to:
(1) single out the various beam and target polarizations
configurations contributing to theDVCScross section
with their specific dependence on the azimuthal angle
ϕ, between the lepton and hadron planes;
(2) describe observables including various beam and
target asymmetries with GPDs up to twist three;
(3) in virtue of its covariant form, give a unified
description that is readily usable for both fixed-
target and collider experimental setups.
A. General formalism
Following the formalism introduced in Refs. [10,26,42]
one can derive the general expression describing all
polarized and unpolarized contributions to the DVCS cross
section, σ ≡ d5σ in Eq. (6), corresponding to the following
configurations: unpolarized beam/unpolarized target (UU),
polarized beam/unpolarized target (LU), unpolarized beam/
longitudinally polarized target (UL), polarized beam/lon-
gitudinally polarized target (LL), unpolarized beam/trans-
versely polarized target (UT), and polarized beam/

























































FIG. 5. Factorization of the DVCS contribution to the cross
section into leptonic and hadronic helicity amplitudes.
7Similarly to Ref. [42], while the first and second subscripts define the polarization of the beam and target, the third subscript in e.g.,
FUU;T specifies the polarization of the virtual photon.
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The longitudinal spin is Sjj ≡ Λ, while jS⃗T j≡ ΛT , with ST
being the transverse proton spin at an angle ϕS with the
lepton plane. The dimensions of TDVCS, Eq. (13), are
GeV−1 (see Appendix A).
In this respect, our formalism supersedes the work
presented in Refs. [6–9,43] where the theoretical frame-
work of DVCS on the proton was described by organizing
the cross section in terms of “angular harmonics” in the
azimuthal angle, ϕ. In our approach the various sources of
both kinematical and dynamical dependence on the scale,
Q2 for the DVCS and BH processes can be readily singled
out and a more physical interpretation of the occurrence of
twist-two and twist-three contributions appears from the
combinations of the virtual photon polarizations, namely:



















(iii) Twist four: FUU;L, F
sinðϕ−ϕsÞ
UT;L .






Notice the striking similarity between the DVCS and
SIDIS cross section structures [42]. We remark that despite
the fact that the observables contain the same helicity
structure, the helicity structure at the amplitude level is
inherently different. This is a consequence of the DVCS
process being exclusive.
The amplitude, TDVCS, was introduced in Sec. II and
factorized into its lepton and hadron contributions. We
consider the structure of the cross section for the case in
which the polarizations of the final photon, Λ0γ , and
nucleon, Λ0, are not detected while the initial nucleon
and lepton have a definite longitudinal polarization, h and



























where the lepton tensor contracted with the polarization



















while the hadronic contribution written in terms of helicity





































Separating out the leptonic and hadronic contributions [as



















































Λ;Λ0 j2 þ ðA−1h Þ2jf
−1;Λ0γ










































Replacing the Ah functions in the helicity structure module in Eq. (40) allows one to separate out the beam helicity
(h)-dependent terms as follows:











ðjf1;Λ0γΛ;Λ0 j2 þ jf
−1;Λ0γ





























































































where the coefficients dependent on ϵ, Eq. (29), are
obtained from the various lepton tensor components in
Sec. III A 1. The transverse polarized case involves a
different summation over the helicity states and is described
separately in Sec. III B.
1. Lepton tensor
The bilinear terms defining the lepton tensor are given by,






























½∓ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiϵð1þ ϵÞp −2h ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiϵð1−ϵÞp :
ð42dÞ
The helicity amplitudes, A
Λγ
h , for the transverse and
longitudinal virtual photon helicity components read,
respectively, as,
A1h ¼ ∓ 1Q2
1ffiffiffi
2
p ½ūðk0; hÞγ1uðk; hÞðε11 Þ






















Notice that the factor 1=Q2 in the first line of Eq. (43)





due to the lepton spinor





(the Dirac spinors and normalizations are shown in
Appendix A). These terms satisfy the parity relations,
A
Λγ
h ¼ ð−1ÞΛγ ½A
−Λγ
−h : ð44Þ
No phase dependence appears here because the polarization
vector is evaluated in the lepton plane.
The ϵ-dependent coefficients in Eq. (36) result from
evaluating the lepton tensor (38). For example, in the








































Notice that an overall factor of 2 was included in Γ
[Eq. (10)] (see also Appendix C).
2. Hadron tensor
The helicity amplitudes entering Eq. (37) are defined in
terms of the hadron tensor as,
f
ΛγΛ0γ
ΛΛ0 ¼ Wμν½εΛγ ðqÞμ½εΛ
0
γ ðq0Þν ð46Þ
where for Q2 ≫ M2; ð−tÞ, Wμν can be written within the
context of QCD factorization theorems as [44],
































gμνT ¼ gμν − nμþnν− − nν−nμþ ≡ gij; ϵμνT ¼ ϵαβσρgαμT gβνT nρ−nσþ ≡ ϵ−þμν ≡ ϵij
ði; j ¼ 1; 2Þ, with nþ and n− being unit light-cone vectors. W½ΓΛΛ0 are the quark-quark correlation functions,





















where U is the gauge link connection. For GPDs U is a straight link, implying that all GPDs are naive T-even. Writing out







p ½Hð1 − ξ2Þ − ξ2EδΛ;Λ0 þ Λffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ξ2








p ½ΛH̃ð1 − ξ2Þ − Λξ2ẼδΛ;Λ0 þ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ξ2
p Δ1 þ iΛΔ2
2M
ξẼδΛ;−Λ0 : ð50Þ





































































Throughout we adopt the notation given in Ref. [31] where for the chiral-even twist-two contributions, as in the first
parametrization introduced by Ji [3], the letter H signifies that in the forward limit these GPDs correspond to a PDF, while
the ones denoted by E are completely new functions. The tilde denotes the axial-vector case [45]. Note that the matrix
structures that enter the twist-three vector ðγiÞ and axial-vector ðγiγ5Þ cases are identical to the ones occurring at the twist-
two level in the chiral-odd tensor sector. Hence, the GPDs are named using a similar notation: the corresponding twist-three
GPD occurring with the same matrix coefficient as the chiral-odd tensor sector is named F2T in the vector case γi, and F02T in
the axial-vector case γiγ5 (F ¼ H;E; H̃; Ẽ).
The structure functions in Eq. (36) while reflecting the helicity structure of the various azimuthal angular modulations,
are written in terms of complex-valued CFFs. CFFs are obtained as convolutions over the longitudinal momentum fraction,
x, of the GPDs, Fðx; ξ; tÞ, (F ¼ H;H;…), and the Wilson coefficient functions, C,








dxC−ðx; ξÞF̃ðx; ξ; tÞ; ð53Þ
whereby, at leading order,
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Cðx; ξÞ ¼ 1
x − ξ − iϵ
∓ 1
xþ ξ − iϵ ; ð54Þ
and the real and imaginary parts of the CFFs are defined as,












Fðx; ξ; tÞ þ iπ½Fðξ; ξ; tÞ − Fð−ξ; ξ; tÞ; ð55aÞ











F̃ðx; ξ; tÞ þ iπ½F̃ðξ; ξ; tÞ þ F̃ð−ξ; ξ; tÞ: ð55bÞ
B. Structure functions in terms of Compton form factors
The structure functions appearing in Eq. (36) are given by quadratic terms in the CFFs multiplied by a kinematic
factor, w,
wReFReG; wImFImG; wReFImG; wImFReG;
where we distinguish terms where both F and G are of twist two, with F ;G ¼ H; E; H̃; Ẽ; terms where either F ðGÞ is of
twist two and GðFÞ is of twist three i.e., F ;G ¼ H2T; E2T , H̃2T; Ẽ2T;H02T; E02T , H̃02T; Ẽ02T ; and finally, terms where both F
and G are of twist three. Additional terms with transverse gluon polarization are also present. Their structure is described in
Sec. III E.
Twist two:
FUU;T ¼ 4½ð1− ξ2Þ½ðReHÞ2 þ ðImHÞ2 þ ðReH̃Þ2 þ ðImH̃Þ2 þ
to − t
2M2









































p xBjð1 − ξÞ;
[see Eq. (97) and Sec. III C 1].
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ðẼ2T − ξE2T þ Ẽ02T − ξE02TÞðE − ξẼÞ
þ t0 − t
16M2
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ðẼ2T − ξE2T þ Ẽ02T − ξE02TÞðE − ξẼÞ
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16M2
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Im½2H̃2T þ ð1þ ξÞðE2T − Ẽ2TÞ þ 2H̃02T þ ð1þ ξÞðE02T − Ẽ02TÞðE þ ξẼÞ; ð64Þ





p t0 − t
4M2








p t0 − t
8M2
Im½H̃2T þ H̃02T 







































p t0 − t
4M2







p t0 − t
8M2
Re½H̃2T þ H̃02T 







The structure functions FUU;L, F
sinðϕ−ϕSÞ
UT;L are given by the product of two twist-three CFFs. They enter the cross section




ðj2H̃2T þ ð1 − ξÞðE2T þ Ẽ2TÞ þ 2H̃2T 0 þ ð1 − ξÞðE2T 0 þ Ẽ2T 0Þj2





½2H̃2T þ ð1 − ξÞðE2T þ Ẽ2TÞ þ 2H̃2T 0 þ ð1 − ξÞðE2T 0 þ Ẽ2T 0Þ

ðH2T þH2T 0Þ
þ t0 − t
4M2
ðH̃2T þ H̃2T 0Þ þ
ξ
1 − ξ2
ðẼ2T þ Ẽ2T 0Þ −
ξ2
1 − ξ2
ðE2T þ E2T 0Þ

þ ½2H̃2T þ ð1þ ξÞðE2T − Ẽ2TÞ
þ 2H̃2T 0 þ ð1þ ξÞðE2T 0 − Ẽ2T 0Þ½H̃2T þ H̃2T 0

: ð69Þ







involve two units of helicity flip. They are, therefore,
described by transverse gluon GPDs (Sec. III E).
The leading-twist structure functions, Eqs. (56)–(58)
display a similar content in terms of GPDs as in
the expressions for the “Fourier coefficients” in
Refs. [6,8]. However, notice that expressing the
kinematic coefficients in terms of the variable ϵ effi-
ciently streamlines the formalism, avoiding any appro-
ximation. The twist-three structure functions contain
GPDs from the classification of Ref. [31]; they are
entirely new, in terms of both GPD content and kinematic
coefficients.
In order to pin down the twist-two GPD structure of the
nucleon, from this part of the cross section one would need
eight distinct measurements for theRe andIm parts of the
four GPDs. ep → e0γ0p0 from a polarized proton can
provide only four of these measurements. Additional
information can be obtained from related deeply virtual
exclusive experiments.
C. Helicity structure functions
The structure functions’ composition in terms of CFFs
follows from the definition of the helicity amplitudes for
the DVCS process given in Eq. (19). In particular, we
define the unpolarized components in Eq. (36) as,
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FUU;T ¼ 4ðF̃11þþ þ F̃11þ− þ F̃11−þ þ F̃11−−Þ; ð70aÞ
FUU;L ¼ 2F̃00þþ; ð70bÞ
FcosϕUU ¼ −2ReðF̃01þþ þ F̃01þ− þ F̃01−þ þ F̃01−−Þ; ð70cÞ
FsinϕUU ¼ 2ImðF̃01Λþ þ F̃01Λ− þ F̃0−1Λþ þ F̃0−1Λ− Þ ¼ 0; ð70dÞ
Fcos 2ϕUU ¼ 2ReðF̃1−1þþ þ F̃1−1þ− þ F̃1−1−þ þ F̃1−1−− Þ; ð70eÞ
while the structure functions involving longitudinal beam
polarization are,
FLU ¼ 2ðF̃11Λþ þ F̃11Λ− − F̃−1−1Λþ − F̃−1−1Λ− Þ ¼ 0; ð71aÞ
FsinϕLU ¼ −2ImðF̃01þþ þ F̃01þ− þ F̃01−þ þ F̃01−−Þ; ð71bÞ
FcosϕLU ¼ 2ReðF̃01Λþ þ F̃01Λ− þ F̃0−1Λþ þ F̃0−1Λ− Þ ¼ 0; ð71cÞ
the structure functions for longitudinal target polarization
are,
FsinϕUL ¼ 2ImðF̃01þþ þ F̃01þ− − F̃01−þ − F̃01−−Þ; ð72aÞ
FcosϕUL ¼ 2ReðF̃01Λþ þ F̃01Λ− þ F̃0−1Λþ þ F̃0−1Λ− Þ ¼ 0; ð72bÞ
and finally the structure functions for both beam and target
longitudinal polarization read,
FLL ¼ 2ðF̃11þþ þ F̃11þ− − F̃11−þ − F̃11−−Þ; ð73aÞ
FsinϕLL ¼ 2ImðF̃01Λþ þ F̃01Λ− − F̃0−1Λþ − F̃0−1Λ− Þ ¼ 0; ð73bÞ
FcosϕLL ¼ −2ReðF̃01þþ − F̃01þ− þ F̃01−þ − F̃01−−Þ: ð73cÞ
Note that FLU ¼ FUL ¼ 0 from parity conservation (the
properties of the structure functions under parity trans-
formation are explained in Sec. III C 1). Similarly, in the
twist-three case, FsinϕUU ¼ FLU ¼ FcosϕLU ¼ 0 as it would
follow from parity conservation in the quark-proton scat-
tering amplitude seen as a two-body scattering process in
the c.m. For instance, FsinϕUU is given by the combination of
helicity amplitudes F01þþ þ F01þ− þ F01−þ þ F01−− þ F0−1−− þ
F0−1−þ þ F0−1þ− þ F0−1þþ which is zero as if the two-body
scattering parity rules held. The scattering process for
twist-three objects cannot, however, be trivially reduced
to a two-body scattering process, thus implying that the
gluon rescattering happens, in this case, in one plane.
For an initial target nucleon with definite transverse
polarization, S⃗T , and orientation
S⃗T ¼ STðcosϕs; sinϕs; 0Þ ð74Þ
in the target hadron rest frame with the target transverse
spin relative to the lepton frame coordinates, the target
polarization density matrix for longitudinal or transverse











The basis in which the transverse spin is diagonal is a



















The amplitudes with definite transverse spin for the target











where T̃ is the amplitude with the target in the transversity
basis. One has for ST ¼ 1 that the target is totally
polarized in the ðcosϕs; sinϕs; 0Þ direction with trans-
versity ΛT ¼ 1=2.









→−ð2ΛÞẑ ðrest frameÞ; ð78Þ
STμ ¼ STð0; cosϕs; sinϕs; 0Þ ð79Þ
where the minus sign in S⃗L follows the Trento conven-
tion [46].
We distinguish the two cases of an unpolarized
beam, UT,
Fsinðϕ−ϕSÞUT;T ¼ ImðF̃11T;þþ þ F̃11T;þ−Þ ð80aÞ
















p ImðF̃10T;−þ þ F̃10T;−−Þ; ð80fÞ
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and a polarized beam, LT,








p ReðF̃10T;−þ þ F̃10T;−−Þ: ð81cÞ
Note that of the six imaginary parts, only three have
corresponding real parts. That is a result of the parity
and Hermiticity of the transverse polarization-dependent
structure functions.
1. γp → γ0p0 helicity amplitudes
The structure functions appearing in Eq. (36) are con-
structed from bilinear structures in the helicity basis
[Eq. (19)] for a specific Λ and summed over the final
proton (Λ0) and photon (Λγ0) polarizations. We list below all
the constructs appearing in the DVCS cross section. More
details on the cross section in terms of the helicity
amplitudes are given in Appendix C.
The phase dependence of the various contributions to the
cross section included in the bilinear forms listed above,
derives from the properties of the helicity amplitudes [32,33],
f
ΛγΛ0γ





which follows from the definition of the rotated polarization
vectors in Eqs. (33) and (34). Notmeasuring the intermediate
exchanged photon’s phase generates phase (ϕ)-dependent
configurations whereΛð1Þγ ≠ Λ
ð2Þ
γ , at variancewith theΛ0γ ,Λ,
Λ0 terms where the ϕ dependence cancels out in the product
of the f functions times their conjugates.
In a two-body scattering process the helicity amplitudes







with η ¼ þ for photon or vector-meson production and
η ¼ − for pseudoscalar-meson production.
For longitudinal polarization the phase dependence of








































































































The helicity structure functions which contain twist-two
quark GPDs are the ones with transverse γ.8 For an
unpolarized or longitudinally polarized target one has
the following.
Twist two, unpolarized/longitudinally polarized:
F11ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf11ΛΛ0 Þf11ΛΛ0 ¼ jf11ΛΛ0 j2; ð86aÞ
F−1−1ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf−1−1ΛΛ0 Þf−1−1ΛΛ0 ¼ jf−1−1ΛΛ0 j2: ð86bÞ
These helicity structure functions enter FUU;T [Eq. (70a)]
and FLL [Eq. (73a)]. They obey the following parity
relations:
F11ΛΛ0 ¼ F∓1∓1−Λ−Λ0 : ð87Þ
Because of these parity relations we have no leading-
twist UL and LU components in the DVCS contribution
to the cross section. For transverse target spin the
following amplitudes contribute to Fsinðϕ−ϕSÞUT;T [Eq. (80a)]
and Fcosðϕ−ϕSÞLT [Eq. (81a)], respectively.
Twist two, transversely polarized:
e2iΛϕF11T;ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf̃11ΛΛ0 Þf̃11−ΛΛ0 ; ð88aÞ
e2iΛϕF−1−1T;ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf̃−1−1ΛΛ0 Þf̃−1−1−ΛΛ0 : ð88bÞ
Twist-two transversity gluons, longitudinal target:
e−i2ϕF1−1ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf̃11ΛΛ0 Þf̃−11ΛΛ0 þ ðf̃1−1ΛΛ0 Þf̃−1−1ΛΛ0 ; ð89aÞ
ei2ϕF−11ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf̃−11ΛΛ0 Þf̃11ΛΛ0 þ ðf̃−1−1ΛΛ0 Þf̃1−1ΛΛ0 : ð89bÞ
Notice that the double-helicity-flip terms contribute at twist
two: they involve transversity gluons in the term in f−11ΛΛ0 ,
which is suppressed by αS. We describe these contributions
in Sec. III E.
8We disregard contributions of the type, ðf1−1ΛΛ0 Þf1−1ΛΛ0 in these
equations since they are suppressed at order α2S.
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Twist-two transversity gluons, transversely polarized
target:
e−ið2−2ΛÞϕF1−1T;ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf̃11ΛΛ0 Þf̃−11−ΛΛ0 þ ðf̃1−1ΛΛ0 Þf̃−1−1−ΛΛ0 ; ð90aÞ
eið2þ2ΛÞϕF−11T;ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf̃−11ΛΛ0 Þf̃11−ΛΛ0 þ ðf̃−1−1ΛΛ0 Þf̃1−1−ΛΛ0 : ð90bÞ
We list the bilinear products of helicity amplitudes involving
the twist-three GPDs: these contain a transversely polarized
photon term, Λγ ¼ 1, multiplied by a longitudinally
polarized photon term with Λγ ¼ 0.
Twist three, longitudinally polarized:
eiϕF01ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf̃01ΛΛ0 Þf̃11ΛΛ0 ; ð91aÞ
e−iϕF0−1ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf̃0−1ΛΛ0 Þf̃−1−1ΛΛ0 ð91bÞ
with conjugates,
e−iϕðF01ΛΛ0 Þ ≡ e−iϕF10ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf̃11ΛΛ0 Þf̃01ΛΛ0 ; ð92aÞ
eiϕðF0−1ΛΛ0 Þ ≡ eiϕF−10ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf̃−1−1ΛΛ0 Þf̃0−1ΛΛ0 : ð92bÞ
Twist three, transversely polarized:
eið1þ2ΛÞϕF01T;ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf̃01ΛΛ0 Þf̃11−ΛΛ0 ; ð93aÞ
e−ið1−2ΛÞϕF0−1T;ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf̃0−1ΛΛ0 Þf̃−1−1−ΛΛ0 ð93bÞ
with conjugates,
e−ið1þ2ΛÞϕðF01T;ΛΛ0 Þ ≡ e−ið1þ2ΛÞϕF10T;−ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf̃11−ΛΛ0 Þf̃01ΛΛ0 ;
ð94aÞ
eið1−2ΛÞϕðF0−1T;ΛΛ0 Þ ≡ eið1−2ΛÞϕF−10T;−ΛΛ0 ¼ ðf̃−1−1−ΛΛ0 Þf̃0−1ΛΛ0 :
ð94bÞ
The helicity amplitudes are written in terms of GPDs. At
































ðE − ξẼÞ: ð95dÞ
The GPD content of the helicity amplitudes is described in
Sec. III D. From these expressions one can see that by
summing e.g., over the nonflip proton polarization
[Eqs. (95a) and (95b)], one would eliminate the axial-vector
CFF H̃ at the amplitude level. However, because the DVCS
cross section involves the amplitude modulus squared, there
is no obvious simplification of results that allows us to
interpret an observable (in this example theUU one) in terms
of specific GPDs; counterintuitively, the UU observable
contains both the vector and axial-vector contributions.
The twist-three helicity amplitudes written in terms of
twist-three GPDs from the complete parametrization of the








p eiϕh2H̃2T þ ð1 − ξÞðE2T þ Ẽ2TÞ þ 2H̃2T 0 þ ð1 − ξÞðE2T 0 þ Ẽ2T 0Þ
i
; ð96aÞ
f01−− ¼ Wγ1þiγ2−− −Wðγ1þiγ2Þγ5−− ¼
Kffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q2







































































p xBjð1 − ξÞ: ð97Þ
The last expression in Eq. (97) was obtained for γ2 ≪ 1. Inserting the helicity amplitudes into the definitions for the bilinear
structures we obtain for the twist-two case,
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F11þþ ¼ ð1 − ξ2ÞjHþ H̃j2 −
2ξ2
1 − ξ2
Re½ðHþ H̃ÞðE þ ẼÞ;
ð98aÞ
F11−− ¼ð1 − ξ2ÞjH − H̃j2 −
2ξ2
1 − ξ2









jE − ξẼj2 ð98dÞ
where we have disregarded terms proportional to ξ4. Notice
that the phase dependence structure described in Sec. III C 1
implies that the leading-twist structure functions with longi-
tudinal polarizations do not depend onϕ, despite the fact that
a phase dependence appears in the helicity-flip amplitudes in
Eqs. (95a)–(95d).


















þ 1 − ξ
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ðẼ2T þ Ẽ2T 0Þ











p t0 − t
4M2






H2T þH2T 0 þ
t0 − t
4M2
ðH̃2T þ H̃2T 0Þ þ
ξ
1 − ξ2
ðẼ2T þ Ẽ2T 0Þ −
ξ2
1 − ξ2





The longitudinal structure function, FUU;L contains aOð1=Q2Þ-suppressed term which is bilinear in the twist-three CFFs as




ðj2H̃2T þ ð1 − ξÞðE2T þ Ẽ2TÞ þ 2H̃2T 0 þ ð1 − ξÞðE2T 0 þ Ẽ2T 0Þj2




ðj2H̃2T þ ð1 − ξÞðE2T þ Ẽ2TÞ þ 2H̃2T 0 þ ð1 − ξÞðE2T 0 þ Ẽ2T 0Þj2





jðH2T þH2T 0Þ þ
t0 − t
4M2
ðH̃2T þ H̃2T 0Þ þ
ξ
1 − ξ2




ðE2T þ E2T 0Þj2 þ
ðt0 − tÞ2
64M4







jðH2T þH2T 0Þ þ
t0 − t
4M2
ðH̃2T þ H̃2T 0Þ þ
ξ
1 − ξ2




ðE2T þ E2T 0Þj2 þ
ðt0 − tÞ2
64M4
jH̃2T þ H̃2T 0j2

: ð100dÞ
We write the structure functions for a transversely polarized target in an analogous way.




















































































e−2iϕ½H̃2T þ H̃2T 0














ðH2T þH2T 0Þ þ
t0 − t
4M2
ðH̃2T þ H̃2T 0Þ þ
ξ
1 − ξ2




ðE2T þ E2T 0Þ








In the previous section we omitted for simplicity an
index, q, referring to the quark flavor of the various GPDs.













where Fq=p ≡ Fq is the quark GPD in the proton, and eq is
the quark charge. The neutron GPDs are obtained using
isospin symmetry, namely Fu=n ¼ Fd=p, Fd=n ¼ Fu=p.
D. Partonic structure of polarized
structure functions
We now discuss the quark-gluon content of the various
configurations described by the helicity amplitudes f
ΛγΛ0γ
ΛΛ0
up to Oð1=QÞ. Specific factorized formulations of the
helicity amplitudes for deeply virtual exclusive processes
were given in Ref. [44] (see the review in Ref. [45]) at
leading order. Twist-three contributions were considered in
Refs. [8,9] for exclusive processes and in Ref. [42] for
SIDIS. In this section we show how these terms include
GPDs from the general classification scheme of GPDs,
GTMDs, and TMDs given in Ref. [31].
Considering a sufficiently large four-momentum trans-
fer, Q2, we can assume that perturbative QCD factorization
works [47]. The twist-two contribution, obtained by taking
the transverse polarization for both the incoming and




g11λλ0 ðx; ξ; t;Q2Þ ⊗ AΛ0λ0;Λλðx; ξ; tÞ; ð104Þ
9Notice that the subscripts for the initial helicities and final
helicities are switched compared to the amplitudes, fΛΛ0 . We stick
to this notation in order to be consistent with the existing
literature.
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and AΛ0λ0;Λλ [17] is the quark-proton helicity amplitude
describing the process,
kðλÞ þ pðΛÞ → k0ðλ0Þ þ p0ðΛ0Þ;
where kðk0Þ are the initial (final) quark momenta, and pðp0Þ




















defining the chiral-even transitions between quark ;
helicity states; in the equation we have also defined
ϕ ¼ γþγ−ψ , which correspond to the “good” components
of ψ , i.e., its independent degrees of freedom obtained from
the QCD equations of motion [48]. We connect specifically
with the correlation function parametrization displayed in












½AΛ0þ;Λþ − AΛ0−;Λ−: ð107Þ
The expressions of the quark-proton helicity amplitudes in

























































These amplitudes are calculated in the c.m. frame of the out-
going photon and proton, with q⃗ in the negative z direction.
We write the relevant four-vector components as10
k≡



































Pþð1 − ξ2Þ ;−ΔT

ð109eÞ
where the momentum fraction, x, in the symmetric frame





























The allowed helicity combinations are dictated by parity
conservation, namely, the only allowed, independent ampli-
tudes are g11þþ in the s channel, and g11−− in the u channel.
The allowed helicity and longitudinal spin configurations
are summarized in Table II. By using the relations for the
invariants,
ŝ¼ ðkþ qÞ2 ≈Q
2
2ξ




q− ≈ ðPqÞ=Pþ ¼ Q
2
2ð2ξÞPþ ; ð112Þ
TABLE II. Helicity and longitudinal spin configurations at
twist two. The polarization vector indices are i ¼ 1, 2.























10Here we use the notation, v≡ ðvþ; v−; vTÞ.
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xþ ξþ iϵ u-channel: ð113bÞ
Notice that the parity transformation is carried
out independently from the complex denominators in
Eqs. (113a)–(113b) where the iϵ term follows from the
analytic properties of the amplitudes and is, therefore, not a
feature of the helicity configurations. Moreover, the ≈ sign
in Eq. (112) signifies that target mass corrections of the
same type as the ones appearing in deep inelastic scattering
were disregarded (see e.g., Ref. [49] for a review). The
convolution in Eq. (104) for the leading-order helicity
amplitudes can then be written as,




x − ξþ iϵ ⊗ AΛ0þ;Λþ þ
1
xþ ξþ iϵ ⊗ AΛ0−;Λ−

ð114Þ





the quark-parton structures AΛ0λ0;Λλ. f−1−1ΛΛ0 is obtained
through the parity transformation in Eq. (83). By inserting
the expressions for AΛ0þ;Λþ and AΛ0−;Λ− from Eqs. (108a)–
(108d) and using the parity relations for the f amplitudes,
one recovers the expressions for the photon-proton helicity
amplitudes given in Eqs. (95a)–(95d) in terms of Compton
form factors.
At twist three a similar factorized form for f
ΛγΛ0γ
ΛΛ0 holds
[50]. It is important to specify precisely our definition of
“twist” which is given here by the order in 1=Pþ at which
the matrix elements corresponding to the field operators
Oλ0λðzÞ in the correlation function [see e.g., Eq. (106)],
contribute to the amplitude. The Oð1=PþÞ, twist-three
matrix elements for the chiral-even operators are defined













We adopt the same notation as in Ref. [48]: to identify the
composite quark-gluon fields in the helicity amplitudes we
add an asterisk to the helicity label for the quark within the
bad component; for instance, in g01−þ in the s-channel, the
initial quark has helicity λ ¼ −1=2, the final quark also has
helicity λ0 ¼ −1=2, and the final gluon has helicity
λg ¼ þ1, so that the total longitudinal spin is conserved
when counting the gluon as part of the final state.
As a consequence, at twist three we obtain twice as many
expressions for the quark-proton helicity amplitudes in terms








H̃2T þ ð1 − ξÞ
E2T þ Ẽ2T
2












H̃2T þ ð1 − ξÞ
E2T þ Ẽ2T
2












H̃2T þ ð1þ ξÞ
E2T − Ẽ2T
2












H̃2T þ ð1þ ξÞ
E2T − Ẽ2T
2











































































e2iϕðH̃2T − H̃2T 0Þ: ð117dÞ
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The helicity amplitudes read
f01þþ ¼ g0;þ1−;þ ⊗ Aþþ;þ− þ g0;þ1−;þ ⊗ Aþþ;þ−; ð118aÞ
f01−− ¼ g0;þ1−;þ ⊗ A−þ;−− þ g0;þ1−;þ ⊗ A−þ;−−; ð118bÞ
f01þ− ¼ g0;þ1−;þ ⊗ A−þ;þ− þ g0;þ1−;þ ⊗ A−þ;þ−; ð118cÞ
f01−þ ¼ g0;þ1−;þ ⊗ Aþþ;−− þ g0;þ1−;þ ⊗ Aþþ;−−; ð118dÞ
where we used the helicity values allowed by parity con-























































Notice that the parity relations for the twist-three
amplitudes, f
Λγ ;Λ0γ
Λ;Λ0 , are the same as for the two-body
scattering processes. The DVCS cross section does not
allow us to directly disentangle specific GPDs by appro-
priately choosing the beam and target polarizations because
these appear in the cross section embedded in bilinear
expressions of the CFFs. Notwithstanding, as explained
throughout this paper, each GPD/CFF or GPD linear
combination can be identified with specific polarization
observables.
E. Transverse gluon amplitudes
Up to this point we have ignored the contributions to the
DVCS cross sections from gluons, noting that the virtual
and real photons do not interact directly with the gluon
content of the nucleons. That interaction occurs through
quark loops, and suppresses the amplitudes by order αEM
while still contributing at leading twist. However, for
double photon helicity flip, the leading contribution to
the DVCS cross sections are from gluon double helicity flip
or gluon transversity. The analogs of the CFFs that connect
the gluon GPDs to the double helicity flip γ þ N → γ þ N
are obtained from the gluon helicity double flip amplitudes
convoluted with the sum over quark loops.
The double-helicity-flip structure functions, Fcos 2ϕUU ,




UT , involve gluon transversity
GPDs. They are given as
























































































































































They correspond to the following helicity structures,
Fcos 2ϕUU ¼ 2ReðF̃1−1þþ þ F̃1−1þ− Þ; ð124aÞ
Fsin 2ϕUL ¼ 2ImðF̃1−1þþ þ F̃1−1þ− Þ; ð124bÞ
FsinðϕþϕSÞUT ¼ 2ImfF̃þ1−1T;þþ þ F̃þ1−1T;þ−g ¼ 0; ð124cÞ
Fsinð3ϕ−ϕSÞUT ¼ 2ImfF̃−1þ1T;þþ þ F̃−1þ1T;þ−g ¼ 2ImfF̃1−1T;−− − F̃1−1T;−þg: ð124dÞ




























































































































































ð1 − ξ2ÞðH̃gTÞðH − H̃ −
ξ2
1 − ξ2
ðE − ẼÞÞ þ


















ð1 − ξ2ÞðH̃gTÞðH − H̃ −
ξ2
1 − ξ2
ðE − ẼÞÞ þ








for the transverse target polarization.
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We use Eqs. (89a)–(90b) to define the double flip helicity
structure functions through their subsequent proton/photon
amplitudes,
F1−1þþ ¼ ei2ϕ½ðf̃11þþÞf̃−11þþ þ ðf̃1−1þþÞf̃−1−1þþ ; ð127aÞ
F1−1þ− ¼ ei2ϕ½ðf̃11þ−Þf̃−11þ− þ ðf̃1−1þ− Þf̃−1−1þ−  ð127bÞ
for longitudinal target polarization and by,
F1−1T;þþ ¼ eiϕ½ðf̃11þþÞf̃−11−þ þ ðf̃1−1þþ Þf̃−1−1−þ ; ð128aÞ
F1−1T;þ− ¼ eiϕ½ðf̃11þ−Þf̃−11−− þ ðf̃1−1þ− Þf̃−1−1−− ; ð128bÞ
F1−1T;−− ¼ ei3ϕ½ðf̃11−−Þf̃−11þ− þ ðf̃1−1−− Þf̃−1−1þ− ; ð128cÞ
F1−1T;−þ ¼ ei3ϕ½ðf̃11−þÞf̃−11þþ þ ðf̃1−1−þ Þf̃−1−1þþ  ð128dÞ
for transverse target polarization. The leading contributions
in αs have a simple form for the helicity amplitudes, in













ξ − x − iϵ
−
1
ξþ x − iϵ

× AgΛ0Λg 0¼Λ0γ ;ΛΛg¼Λγ ðx; ξ; tÞ: ð129Þ















fg−þ−− ¼ − e2iϕ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ξ2










































The GPD content of the amplitudes is obtained through




p t0 − t
4M2
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p t0 − t
4M2
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Notice that a similar structure appears for the quark
helicity-flip amplitudes [17].11
IV. BETHE-HEITLER CROSS SECTION
Similarly to DVCS, the BH contribution to the cross
section defined in Sec. II in terms of helicity amplitudes can
also be cast in a form that emphasizes the various beam and
target polarization configurations. In what follows we
present a covariant form of the cross section.
A. General structure







þ ð2ΛTÞð2hÞFBHLT g; ð132Þ
where Γ was defined in Eq. (4). Notice that we do not





where either the target or beam are polarized, since they
involve a Zo exchange and they are therefore suppressed.
The helicity structure of the amplitude TBH defined in
Eq. (16), is given by,
T
hΛ0γ
BH;ΛΛ0 ¼ ½BhΛ0γ ðk; k0; q0Þν½JΛΛ0 ðp; p0Þν; ð133Þ
11The phases and signs are in agreement with Ref. [17];
here, each helicity-flip amplitude for quarks is multiplied by
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γμð=k0 þ =q0Þγν 1ðk0 þ q0Þ2
þ γνð=k − =q0Þγμ 1ðk − q0Þ2

uðk; hÞϵΛ0γμ ðq0Þ: ð134Þ
The (massless) leptons conserve helicity12 in the EM
process and satisfy the Dirac equation (=kuðkÞ ¼ 0), with
normalization ūu ¼ 2m. Lμνh satisfies the gauge conditions,
Lμνh q
0
μ ¼ Lμνh Δν ¼ 0: ð135Þ
The nucleon matrix elements of the EM current operator are
defined (using the Gordon identity) as,
½JΛΛ0 ν ¼ Ūðp0;Λ0Þ
h







with F1 and F2 being the Dirac and Pauli form factors
(F1 þ F2 ¼ GM). Note that in Eq. (136) we explicitly
consider hadronic helicity states with Λ ¼ 1=2.
The BH matrix element modulus squared entering





and a hadronic tensor which reads,
½WBHΛΛ0 νρ ¼ ½JΛΛ0 ν½JΛΛ0 ρ; ð138Þ
when the target and recoil nucleon are either longitudinally





















for a transverse polarized target, written in terms of the
target spin density matrix, Eq. (75). The factorization of the
BH cross section into its lepton and hadron/nucleon parts is
sketched in Fig. 6. Only two types of (parity-conserving)
contributions describe the BH process, which involve either
an unpolarized or a polarized (longitudinally or trans-
versely) target. As we show in what follows, the unpolar-
ized term is generated by multiplying the symmetric part of
the lepton tensor with respect to the Lorentz indices, with
the symmetric part of the proton current, whereas the
polarized terms are given by the product of the respective
antisymmetric components of the lepton and hadron
tensors. The product of the antisymmetric contribution to
the lepton/hadron tensors with the symmetric/antisymmet-
ric tensor would yield the UL;UT and LU beam-target
spin correlations. The latter correspond to parity-violating
terms and we do not consider them in this paper. For all the
allowed polarization configurations the cross section will
depend on only two distinct structure functions which are
quadratic in the form factors, and which get multiplied by
different kinematic coefficients. This form of the cross
section is defined as “Rosenbluth-type.” Further details on
the contraction of the lepton and hadron tensors are given
below, in Secs. IV B and IV C, respectively.
1. Unpolarized target: FBHUU
The unpolarized amplitude squared can be computed by












After performing the sum over the physical photon polar-









þ ðF21 þ τF22Þð4τððkP2Þ þ ðk0P2ÞÞ
− ðτ þ 1ÞððkΔ2Þ þ ðk0Δ2ÞÞÞ; ð142Þ
where τ ¼ −t=ð4M2Þ. Notice that the differential cross
section has dimensions of ðnb=GeV4Þ → GeV−6 so that
FIG. 6. Factorization of the BH contribution to the cross section
into its leptonic and hadronic components.
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FBHUU is dimensionless, as required by the formulation
in Eq. (133).
One can write the contribution to the cross section in








½Aðy; xBj; t; Q2;ϕÞðF21 þ τF22Þ










2Þ þ ðk0Δ2Þ; ð145Þ
where Γ is the factor multiplying the amplitude squared in
Eq. (4). Equations (143)–(145) agree with the expression
for the unpolarized BH cross section given in Ref. [4].
By writing all the covariant products appearing in the

















































































The formulation above is useful for numerical studies since
it enables us to disentangle theQ2-dominant terms from the
subdominant ones (e.g., t=Q2), and the Q2-independent
ones [e.g., ð2 − xBjÞ=xBj]. The kinematic ϕ dependence in
the target rest frame is entirely described by ðkΔÞ. Notice
that this invariant is of order Q2, so that the term ðkΔÞ=Q2
is only mildly Q2 dependent.
2. Polarized target: FBHLL and F
BH
LT





































ðððk0ΔÞ2 − ðkΔÞ2Þ − 2τððk0ΔÞðk0pÞ − ðkΔÞðkpÞÞÞ
þ ðkSLðTÞÞ
M







The ΛðΛTÞ dependence is given through the spin four-vectors SLðTÞ, defined in Sec. III.
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ÃLðTÞðy; xBj; t; Q2;ϕÞF2GM þ
1
t









ðððk0ΔÞ2 − ðkΔÞ2Þ − 2τððk0ΔÞðk0pÞ − ðkΔÞðkpÞÞÞ
þ t ðkSLÞ
M











ððk0ΔÞ2 − ðkΔÞ2Þ þ t ðkSLÞ
M






In addition to the invariants in Eqs. (146)–(149), the
following spin-independent four-vector products are



















































Note that the formulation for FBHUU and F
BH
LLðLTÞ presented so
far is given in terms of Lorentz-invariant quantities. In order
to perform explicit calculations, the invariants ðkΔÞ, ðp0SÞ,
ðkSÞ and ðk0SÞ must be computed in a given reference
frame.
To evaluate the Bethe-Heitler polarized cross section, all
that is needed is the invariants involving the spin four-
vector SLðTÞ. Recalling the conventions in the target rest
frame of Fig. 4
SαL ¼ 2Λð0; 0; 0; 1Þ;










































for the longitudinal polarization case, and
ðp0STÞ ¼ 2ΛT
h







p cosðϕ − ϕsÞ; ð160Þ












for the transverse polarization case. We remark that in our treatment ΛðΛTÞ ¼ 1=2. In the following sections we describe
in detail the structure of the lepton (Sec. IV B) and hadron (Sec. IV C) tensors.
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B. Structure of lepton tensor
The structure of the lepton tensor is obtained by first writing the BH amplitude in Eq. (134) using the Dirac equation and





ūðk0; hÞ½ðϵΛ0γ · ðk0 þ kÞÞγνDþ þ ðϵΛ0γ · ðk0 − kÞÞγνD−
þðq0ν=ϵ0 − ϵ0ν=q0ÞD− þ i2hϵαβνρϵΛ
0
γ
α q0βγρDþuðk; hÞ; ð162Þ
where, disregarding the electron mass, we have defined,
Dþ ¼
1
ðk0 þ q0Þ2 þ
1







2 þ tÞ; ð163aÞ
D− ¼ −
1
ðk0 þ q0Þ2 −
1







2 − tþ 4ðkΔÞÞ: ð163bÞ









Bνð1ÞhΛ0γ ¼ ūðk0; hÞγνuðk; hÞf½ðϵΛ0γk0Þ þ ðϵΛ0γkÞDþ þ ½ðϵΛ0γk0Þ − ðϵΛ0γkÞD−g; ð165aÞ
Bνð2ÞhΛ0γ ¼ ūðk0; hÞγμuðk; hÞ½q0νϵΛ0γμ − ϵνΛ0γq0μD−; ð165bÞ
Bνð3Þh;Λ0γ ¼ i2hūðk0; hÞγσuðk; hÞϵαβνσϵΛ0γ ;αq0βDþ: ð165cÞ
This decomposition is purely practical, as the number of independent helicity amplitudes for the BH process is four (once
summed over Λγ0 ; see Ref. [36]) while for our calculation we grouped the first two into one single term. Following








where Lνρða;bÞhΛ0γ ða; b ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ read,
t2Lνρð1;1ÞhΛ0γ ¼ 2CC½−gνρðkk0Þ − 2ihϵkk
0νρ þ kρk0ν þ kνk0ρ; ð167Þ
t2Lνρð1;2ÞhΛ0γ ¼ 2CD−½q0ρk0νðkεΛ0γ Þ − q0ρεΛ0γ νðkk0Þ þ kνq0ρðk0εΛ0γ Þ − εΛ0γ ρk0νðkq0Þ
þ q0νεΛ0γ ρðkk0Þ − kνεΛ0γ ρðk0q0Þ − 2ihq0ρϵ
kk0νεΛ0γ þ 2ihεΛ0γ ρϵkk
0νq0 ; ð168Þ
t2Lνρð1;3ÞhΛ0γ ¼ 2CDþ½ðkεΛ0γ Þðgνρðk0q0Þ − q0νk0ρÞ þ ðk0εΛ0γ Þðkρq0ν − gνρðkq0ÞÞ
þ 2ihððkk0Þϵq0νρεΛ0γ þ kνϵq0ρk0εΛ0γ þ k0νϵq0ρkεΛ0γ Þ þ εΛ0γ νðk0ρðkq0Þ − kρðk0q0ÞÞ; ð169Þ
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t2Lνρð2;2ÞhΛ0γ ¼ 2D2−½−q0ρεΛ0γ νðkεΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ þ q0ρðk0εΛ0γ Þðq0νðkεΛ0γ Þ − εΛ0γ νðkq0ÞÞ þ q0νq0ρðkεΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ Þ
















ρkq0εΛ0γ þ ðkq0Þðq0ρεΛ0γ ν − q0νεΛ0γ ρÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ − q0ρεΛ0γ νðkεΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ
þ q0νεΛ0γ ρðkεΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ − q0νk0ρðkq0Þ þ kρq0νðk0q0Þ; ð171Þ
t2Lνρð3;3ÞhΛ0γ ¼ 2D2þ½ðk0q0Þð−2ðkq0Þðgνρ þ εΛ0γ νεΛ0γ ρÞ þ ðkεΛ0γ Þðq0ρεΛ0γ ν − 2ihϵ
νρq0εΛ0γ Þ þ kνq0ρÞ
þ ðkq0Þðk0εΛ0γ Þðq0ρεΛ0γ ν þ 2ihϵ
νρq0εΛ0γ Þ þ 2ihϵρq
0ε
Λ0γ
εΛ0γ ðkνðk0q0Þ − k0νðkq0ÞÞ
þ q0νððk0q0ÞðεΛ0γ ρðkεΛ0γ Þ þ kρÞ þ ðkq0ÞðεΛ0γ ρðk0εΛ0γ Þ þ k0ρÞ
− q0ρððkεΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γÞ þ ðkεΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ Þ þ ðkk0ÞÞÞ þ q0ρk0νðkq0Þ: ð172Þ
To obtain the expressions above we used uðk; hÞūðk; hÞ ¼ =kð1þ hγ5Þ=2; ūu ¼ 2m → 0 and defined

































Lνρð2;3Þh ¼ 2D−Dþ½ðk0q0Þð2q0νkρ − q0ρkνÞ þ ðkq0Þðq0ρk0ν − 2q0νk0ρÞ þ 2ihðkq0Þϵνρk
0q0 þ 2ihðk0q0Þϵνρkq0 ; ð177Þ
Lνρð2;2Þh ¼ 2D2−½−ðk0q0Þðq0ρkν þ q0νkρÞ − ðkq0Þðq0ρk0ν þ q0νk0ρÞ þ 2gρνðkq0Þðk0q0Þ þ 3q0νq0ρðkk0Þ
þ 2ihq0ρϵkk0q0ν − 2ihq0νϵkk0q0ρ; ð178Þ
Lνρð3;3Þh ¼ 2D2þ½2ðk0q0Þðkνq0ρ þ kρq0νÞ þ 2ðkq0Þðkνq0ρ þ kρq0νÞ − 4gνρðk0q0Þðkq0Þ − 3q0νq0ρðkk0Þ
þ 2ihϵνρq0k − 2ihϵνρq0k0 : ð179Þ
We notice that in order to derive the final expression for the cross section, one needs the following relations among the
antisymmetric symbols:
ϵαβγδϵαβγδ ¼ −4!; ϵμβγδϵαβγδ ¼ −3!δμα; ϵμνγδϵαβγδ ¼ −2!δμναβ ¼ −2ðδμαδνβ − δναδμβÞ;
ϵμνζδϵαβγδ ¼ −δμνζαβγ ¼ −δμαδνζβγ − δναδζμβγ − δζαδμνβγ : ð180Þ
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C. Structure of hadron tensor
The unpolarized and polarized hadronic tensors for BH













½WBHΛΛ0 νρ − ½WBH−ΛΛ0 νρ: ð182Þ
Working in the helicity basis we write the polarization
combinations for the product of currents in Eq. (138),
½JΛ00Λ0 ν½JΛΛ0 ρ as,




















Notice that the longitudinally polarized proton case is
obtained by inserting ðγ5SÞΛΛ00 .
The unpolarized and polarized hadronic tensors corre-
spond respectively to the symmetric and antisymmetric
parts of the rhs of Eq. (183). From Eq. (183) the symmetric



























with τ ¼ −t=4M2. We remark that our choice for the
proton spinor normalizations, ŪU ¼ 2M, brings extra
factors of the proton mass in Eqs. (184) and (185), with
respect to some of the expressions given in the literature
(e.g., Ref. [24]).
For transverse target polarization, as above, one may
simply replace SL α → ST α. We remark that in our treat-
ment ΛðΛTÞ ¼ 1=2.13 The cross section contributions,
Eqs. (143) and (151), are obtained by contracting the lepton
structures Lνρða;bÞh , ða; b ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ with the corresponding
hadronic tensor components, ½WBHunpolðpolÞνρ, and summing
over the six different structures obtained for ða; bÞ ¼ 11,
12, 13, 22, 23, 33, using the symmetry between a and b.
Detailed formulas for the intermediate calculation are given
in Appendix D.
V. BH-DVCS INTERFERENCE
In this section we present the interference term between
the BH and DVCS helicity amplitudes appearing in Eq. (4).























BH;ΛΛ0 are defined, respectively, in
Secs. III and IV. We present a formulation of this term that
allows us to follow as closely as possible the helicity
formalism displayed in Sec. III and in Refs. [24,42]. The
phase structure of the cross section is however, more
elaborate, as we explain in detail below, since we are
dealing with two different virtual photons: one with
momentum q for DVCS, and one with momentum Δ,
for BH. Because the latter is tilted relative to the z axis, the
kinematical coefficients for the interference contributions
to the cross section are given by more complex expressions.
A. General formalism
In what follows, similarly to the pure DVCS [Eq. (36)]
and BH [Eq. (133)] contributions, we write a master










þ ð2ΛÞFIUL þ ð2hÞð2ΛÞFILL
þ ð2ΛTÞFIUT þ ð2hÞð2ΛTÞFILTg;
ð187Þ
where the electron/positron beam charge is el ¼ 1.





UT are present since in this case they
do not violate parity.
Equation (187) can be factorized into its lepton, L, and














The phase structure of the BH-DVCS interference term
arises similarly to the DVCS contribution (Sec. III) where
13The substitution ofSL is equivalent to keeping helicity labels. It
can be seen from the density matrix (75) that for SLðor TÞ ¼ 1, the
target is totally polarized in the longitudinal (or transverse) direction
with helicity (or transversity) Λ ¼ 1=2 (or ΛT ¼ 1=2).
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the ϕ dependence is determined by the exchanged photon
polarization vectors [Eq. (40)]. However, differently from
the pure DVCS term where the azimuthal angular depend-
ence resides entirely in the phase factors [Eq. (15)], the BH-
DVCS contribution contains an additional ϕ dependence of
kinematical origin. The kinematical ϕ dependence arises in
the same way as in the BH cross section. In previous
literature by introducing an expansion in Fourier harmon-
ics, the distinction between ϕ dependence from the “phase”
and ϕ dependence from the “kinematics” has not been
made clear. Here we give an exact treatment indicating the
two different sources of azimuthal angular dependence.
The phase dependence for the lepton and hadron
amplitudes can be summarized schematically as follows:
ðLΛγΛ0γI ;h Þ
ρ ¼ Bρh;Λ0γ ðA
Λγ
h Þ → e−iΛ
0
γϕ; ð189Þ












Notice that the DVCS amplitude for the lepton part, A
Λγ
h ,
does not carry any angular dependence since it is defined
entirely in the lepton plane.
The form of the lepton and hadron tensors are given in
Secs. VA 1 and VA 2, respectively.
1. Lepton tensor
























The expressions for the DVCS lepton amplitude, A
Λγ
h , and
the BH lepton amplitude, Bρh;Λ0γ are given in Eq. (17), and
Eq. (18), respectively; the terms Lνρð1;aÞhΛ0γ ; a ¼ 1, 2, 3 are
defined in Eqs. (167), (168), and (169), whereas the
coefficient C is given in Eq. (173). Notice that the factor
t arises from writing the amplitude A
Λγ




The dimensions of the lepton tensor, LρI , are GeV
−3 (see
also Appendix A). Writing out explicitly the dependence on











þ ½ðkϵΛγ Þq0ρðϵΛ0γk0Þ þ ðk0ϵΛγ Þq0ρðϵΛ0γkÞ − ½q0ρðϵΛ0γ ϵΛγ Þ − ðq0ϵΛγ ÞϵΛ0γρðkk0Þ













þ ½ðq0ϵΛγ ÞkρðϵΛ0γk0Þ − ðq0ϵΛγ Þk0ρðϵΛ0γkÞ − ðϵΛ0γ ϵΛγ Þkρðk0q0Þ
þ ðϵΛ0γ ϵΛγ Þk0ρðkq0Þ þ ðϵΛγρÞððk0q0ÞðϵΛ0γkÞ − ðkq0ÞðϵΛ0γk0ÞÞ














Reorganizing the terms by grouping them under the same four-vector index ρ, and separating the unpolarized lepton from
the polarized lepton one has,
ðLΛγΛ0γI ;h Þ
ρ ¼ ðLΛγΛ0γI ;S Þ
ρ þ 2ihðLΛγΛ0γI ;A Þ
ρ ð194Þ
FIG. 7. Factorization of the BH-DVCS interference contribu-
tions to the cross section into their respective leptonic and
hadronic helicity amplitudes.

























































































































¼ 2D−ðkk0Þðq0ϵÞ − 2D−ðk0q0ÞðkϵÞ − 2D−ðk0ϵÞðkq0Þ: ð196eÞ









Notice the structure of the lepton tensor: it depends on both the outgoing photon polarization vector ϵΛ
0
γ and the exchanged
DVCS virtual photon polarization vector ϵΛγ . These two polarization vectors will be combined with the polarization vectors
for the twist-two and twist-three contributions to the hadronic tensor in Secs. V B 1–6. As we explain below, this will
determine the phase dependence of the DVCS-BH interference term.
2. Hadron tensor
The hadron contribution to BH-DVCS is defined as the product of the proton current, Eq. (136),








with GM ¼ F1 þ F2, and the hadron tensor contracted with the photon polarization vectors, Eq. (47),
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We now separate the structure of WΛΛ0 into its twist-two
and twist-three components. For twist two, using the
definitions in Eqs. (49) and (50), one has,
ðHΛγ ;Λ0γIΛΛ0 Þρ ¼ ðJΛΛ0 Þρð−gαβT F SΛΛ0 þ iϵβαT FAΛΛ0 Þ
× ðϵΛ0γα ðq0ÞÞϵΛγβ ðqÞ; ð199Þ
and correspondingly Λγ ¼ 1, Λγ0 ¼ 1. We introduced
the notation, F S and FA for the symmetric (S), and
















Cðx; ξÞ ¼ 1
x − ξ − iϵ
 1
xþ ξ − iϵ :
To understand the polarization configurations of the
products of the currents we need to understand the
projection of the spin. In our notation we define our





Ūðp0;Λ0Þ ¼ Ūð0;Λ0Þ pþMffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p0 þM
p ð201Þ
where the helicity-dependent pieces obey our general rule






ð1þ γ0Þðγ1þ iΛγ2Þγ5δΛ;−Λ0 ð202Þ
so that the general expression for the overlap of two








× Trfð1þ γ0Þð1þ Λγ3γ5Þðp0 þMÞðpþMÞgδΛ;Λ0 :
ð203Þ
This general result is useful for the calculation of the
amplitudes of the overlap of two momentum states; how-
ever, in the calculation of the interference term we are
calculating the overlap of two currents with the same
momentum. Thus simplifications can be made.
The interference term can be outlined as follows for

























Sincewe are summing over the polarization of the final-state
proton we can use the relation
P
Λ0 Uðp0;Λ0ÞŪðp0;Λ0Þ ¼
p0 þM, to obtain,
¼ Trfðp0 þMÞ½BHρUðp;ΛÞŪðp;ΛÞ½DVCSg
¼ Trfðp0 þMÞ½BHρð1þ γ0Þð1þ Λγ3γ5Þ
× ðpþMÞðpþMÞ½DVCSg: ð206Þ
This expression can be simplified using the covariant form
of the spin vector. We define the spin vector in its usual form
with S2 ¼ −1 and ðpSÞ ¼ 0, fp; Sg ¼ 0. We can use the
spin vector to make our gamma matrix structure above




and since S, p anticommute like γ5 the two of them
commute, and therefore our final result for the outline is
as follows:
Trfðp0 þMÞ½BHρðpþMÞð1þ Sγ5Þ½DVCSg ð208Þ
where S ¼ Λ.
Similarly for a transversely polarized target we must
include the case where the DVCS process no longer
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conserves helicity. Therefore we can use the operator ðγ1 þ
iΛγ2Þγ5 in which we see that when we make the expression
covariant using the spin vector we obtain,
Trfðp0 þMÞ½BHρðpþMÞð1þ STγ5Þ½DVCSg ð209Þ
where ST ¼ ΛTγi. Notice the similarity between the inter-
ference expressions cast with our formalism and Eq. (183).
The covariant expressions for the products JρΛΛ0F
S;A
ΛΛ0 are



















¼ −2PρðF1H̃þ τF2Ẽ − F1ξẼÞ − ξΔρGMH̃: ð213Þ
In-plane transversely polarized target:




























Out-of-plane transversely polarized target:

































Notice that, differently from the BH and DVCS contribu-
tions, the unpolarized hadronic tensor now has an anti-
symmetric part that appears at twist two from the product of
the proton current and the axial-vector component from the
GPD correlation function. Although this term is generated
in an analogous way as in the parity-violating contributions
to elastic scattering [24], it is parity conserving in exclusive
photon production.
To evaluate the twist-three contribution we multiply the
proton current, Eq. (136), by the twist-three components of
the hadronic tensor, Eqs. (47), (51), and (52),
ðHΛγ ;Λ0γIΛΛ0 Þρ ¼ ðJΛΛ0 Þρðqþ 4ξPÞβðgαjF SΛΛ0;j þ iϵjαFAΛΛ0;jÞ
× ðϵΛ0γα ðq0ÞÞϵΛγβ ðqÞ ð219Þ
where now Λγ ¼ 0, Λγ0 ¼ 1.
F jS and F
j
A are the symmetric and antisymmetric
components of the tensor, respectively defined in terms














dxC−ðx; ξÞW½γjγ5ΛΛ0 : ð221Þ
By inserting the expressions of the correlation functions in
terms of CFFs, we can evaluate Eqs. (198) and (219) for
























ðJΛΛ0 ÞρFAΛΛ0;j ¼ 4Pρ
−iϵijΔi
Pþ



















































GMðξE2T − Ẽ2TÞ: ð225Þ
In-plane transversely polarized target:


































































































Out of-plane transversely polarized target:
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Notice that by specifying the twist-two or twist-three
structures, we make a choice in the polarization vector
components that in this case, at variance with the DVCS
squared contribution, is frame specific.
We contract the lepton and hadron tensors while pre-
serving the helicity and phase structure, keeping in mind
that the hadronic plane is rotated compared to the leptonic
plane, or that the polarization vector ϵ
Λγ
μ comes with a phase
of e−iΛ

γϕ (see Sec. II). One has the following two
configurations, for a transversely and longitudinally polar-








ν ¼ cosϕgTμν − sinϕϵTμν; ð228Þ
twist three → ðϵΛγ¼0μ ÞϵΛ

γ¼0
ν ¼ gLμν ð229Þ
where the nonzero components for longitudinal photon
polarization gLμν are gL00 ¼ 1þ ν2=Q2, gL03 ¼ gL30 ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ν2 þQ2
p
ν=Q2, and gL33 ¼ ν2=Q2.
We can also perform a similar procedure for the trans-
verse polarization of the target. Using our covariant
expression previously derived for the interference term
after summation over final hadron state polarization, we
find two configurations: ðγ1 þ iγ2Þγ5 corresponding to
Λ ¼ þ1 and ðγ1 − iγ2Þγ5 corresponding to Λ ¼ −1.
Therefore we can use the spin density matrix to see what
phase of the spin vector these polarization states correspond
to while simultaneously summing over Λγ as we did in our
previous longitudinal case,






ν eiϕS ; ð230Þ






ν e−iϕS : ð231Þ
Solving this system of equations for “in-plane” polari-
zation or polarization along the 1 direction, and “out-of-
plane” polarization or polarization along the 2 direction
gives us
γ1γ5 → ½cos ðϕþ ϕSÞ þ cos ðϕ − ϕSÞgTμν
− ½sin ðϕþ ϕSÞ þ sin ðϕ − ϕSÞϵTμν; ð232Þ
γ2γ5 → ½− sin ðϕþ ϕSÞ þ sin ðϕ − ϕSÞgTμν
− ½cos ðϕþ ϕSÞ − cos ðϕ − ϕSÞϵTμν: ð233Þ
Since we are using a specific orientation for ϕS we can
then utilize this to simplify our expressions:




⇒ γ2γ5 → − cosðϕÞgTμν þ sinðϕÞϵTμν: ð235Þ
B. Polarization configurations
In what follows we organize the cross section into its
twist-two and twist-three contributions.
1. FIUU: Unpolarized beam, unpolarized target
For the unpolarized beam/unpolarized target contribu-
tion to the cross section we have,
FIUU ¼ FI ;tw2UU þ
Kffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q2
p FI ;tw3UU ð236Þ
with,
Twist two:
FI ;tw2UU ¼ AIUUReðF1Hþ τF2EÞ þ BIUUGMReðHþ EÞ
þ CIUUGMReH̃: ð237aÞ
Twist three:
FI ;tw3UU ¼ℜefAð3ÞIUU ½F1ð2H̃2TþE2TÞþF2ðH2TþτH̃2TÞ
þBð3ÞIUU GMẼ2TþCð3ÞIUU GM½2ξH2T−τðẼ2T−ξE2TÞg
þℜefÃð3ÞIUU ½F1ð2H̃02TþE2T 0ÞþF2ðH2T 0þτH̃2T 0Þ
þB̃ð3ÞIUU GMẼ2T 0þC̃ð3ÞIUU GM½2ξH2T 0−τðẼ2T 0−ξE2T 0Þg
ð237bÞ
Both the twist-two and twist-three contributions are
organized as a sum of terms, each of which includes the
following:
(1) Kinematic coefficients: AIUUðy; xBj; t; Q2; ϕÞ;
BIUUðy; xBj; t; Q2; ϕÞ; CIUUðy; xBj; t; Q2; ϕÞ. The
latter are obtained by contracting the lepton tensor,
Eq. (VA 1), with the four-vectors, Pρ, Δρ, from the
symmetric component of the hadronic tensor, F S
[Eq. (210)] and iϵμρνþ t̃μν from the antisymmetric
component FA [Eq. (211)].
(2) Products of the nucleon electromagnetic form fac-
tors and the Compton form factors.
As explained in Sec. VA, the phase dependence is
determined by the DVCS virtual photon polarization
vector: the twist-two term is associated with transverse
virtual photon polarization, generating the cosϕ term in
FI ;tw2UU [Eq. (237)], whereas the twist-three term is asso-
ciated with longitudinal virtual photon polarization which
carries no ϕ dependence [Eq. (237b)].
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2 þ tÞ½ððkq0ÞT − 2ðkkÞT − 2ðkq0ÞÞðPk0Þ þ ð2ðk0q0Þ − 2ðk0kÞT − ðk0q0ÞTÞðPkÞ þ ðk0q0ÞðkPÞT
þ ðkq0Þðk0PÞT − 2ðkk0ÞðkPÞT  − ðQ2 − tþ 4ðkΔÞÞ½ð2ðkk0Þ − ðk0q0ÞT − ðkk0ÞTÞðPq0Þ þ 2ðkk0ÞðPq0ÞT




2 þ tÞ½ððkq0ÞT − 2ðkkÞT − 2ðkq0ÞÞðΔk0Þ þ ð2ðk0q0Þ − 2ðk0kÞT − ðk0q0ÞTÞðΔkÞ þ ðk0q0ÞðkΔÞT
þ ðkq0Þðk0ΔÞT − 2ðkk0ÞðkΔÞT  − ðQ2 − tþ 4ðkΔÞÞ½ð2ðkk0Þ − ðk0q0ÞT − ðkk0ÞTÞðΔq0Þ þ 2ðkk0ÞðΔq0ÞT




2 þ tÞ½2ðkk0ÞðkΔÞT − ðk0q0ÞðkΔÞT − ðkq0Þðk0ΔÞT þ 4ξðkk0ÞðkPÞT − 2ξðk0q0ÞðkPÞT
− 2ξðkq0Þðk0PÞT  − ðQ2 − tþ 4ðkΔÞÞ½ðkk0ÞðΔq0ÞT − ðk0q0ÞðΔkÞT − ðkq0ÞðΔk0ÞT þ 2ξðkk0ÞðPq0ÞT − 2ξðk0q0ÞðPkÞT
− 2ξðkq0ÞðPk0ÞT g cosϕ ð238cÞ
with the transverse components defined by invariant quantities in the laboratory frame as,





Q2; ðq0ΔÞT ¼ −Δ2T ¼ −ð1 − ξ2Þðt0 − tÞ;














For comparison we rewrite below the unpolarized BH coefficients, ABHUU and B
BH
UU [Eq. (143)], to underline both the








Equation (238a)–(238c) are obtained by evaluating the following four-vector products involving the momenta, Pρ, Δρ, and
the tensor structure t̃μν [Eq. (218)]:







ΣρS ¼ k0ρÃSk0 þ kρÃSk þ q0ρÃSq0 þ ÃSρϵ þ ÃSρϵ0 ; ð240Þ
ΣρA ¼ k0ρÃAk0 þ kρÃAk þ q0ρÃAq0 þ ÃAρϵ þ ÃAρϵ0 : ð241Þ
The Ã coefficients were evaluated by taking the coefficients labeled A in the lepton tensor, Eqs. (196a)–(196e), which





hadronic tensor, Eq. (198), and by either the symmetric (S) or the antisymmetric (A) tensors (gαβT and ϵ
αβ
T ) to give us the S
and A parts of the Ã. The twist-two contribution is finally obtained by summing over the transverse polarizations of the
























The other terms in Eqs. (240) and (241) are obtained
similarly. Calculating explicitly Eqs. (242) and (243) we
obtain,
ÃSk0 ¼ −2Dþ½2ðkkÞT − ðkq0ÞT þ 2ðkq0Þ cosϕ
þ 2Dþ½ðk × q0ÞT  sinϕ; ð244aÞ
ÃSk ¼ −2Dþ½2ðk0kÞT þ ðk0q0ÞT − 2ðk0q0Þ cosϕ
− 2Dþ½ðk0 × q0ÞT  sinϕ; ð244bÞ
ÃSq0 ¼ −2D−½ðkk0ÞT þ ðk0q0ÞT − 2ðkk0Þ cosϕ
− 2D−½ðk0 × q0ÞT  sinϕ; ð244cÞ
ÃSρϵ ¼ 2Dþ½2ðkk0ÞkρT − ðk0q0ÞkρT − ðkq0Þk0ρT  cosϕ
− 2Dþ½2ðkk0ÞkβTϵρTβ − ðk0q0ÞkβTϵρTβ
− ðkq0Þk0βϵρTβ sinϕ; ð244dÞ
ÃSρϵ0 ¼ −2D−½ðkk0Þq0ρT − ðk0q0ÞkρT − ðkq0Þk0ρT  cosϕ
þ 2D−½ðkk0Þq0μϵTμρ − ðk0q0ÞkμϵTμρ
− ðkq0Þk0μϵTμρ sinϕ: ð244eÞ
Note that this derivation is for the term TBHTDVCS in
Eq. (187): taking the complex conjugate and summing, we
obtain specific cancellations of the ϕ dependence based on
the polarization, i.e., the UU polarization listed above has a
cancellation of the sinϕ component of the coefficient.
Similarly, the LL components contain only the cosϕ terms.
The UL and LU polarizations will, on the contrary, have a
cancellation of the cosϕ-dependent piece.
To project out the twist-three components we start from
expressions analogous to Eqs. (240) and (241), namely
ΣρjS ¼ k0ρÃjk0;S þ kρÃjk;S þ q0ρÃjq0;S þ Ãρjϵ;S þ Ãρjϵ0;S; ð245Þ
ΣρjA ¼ k0ρÃjk0;A þ kρÃjk;A þ q0ρÃjq0;A þ Ãρjϵ;A þ Ãρjϵ0;A; ð246Þ
where the Ã coefficients are obtained by summing over the
photon polarizations with Λγ ¼ 0. The contraction with the
symmetric and antisymmetric components involves, in this
case, a transverse index that is eventually contracted with
the transverse index from the twist-three correlation func-
tion (see Sec. II),




















Note that the longitudinally polarized photon which gov-
erns the twist-three structure involves only the 0 and 3
components of the momenta, k; k0; q0. The twist-three






fðQ2 þ tÞð2ðkΔÞTðkPÞLðk0PÞ þ ðk0ΔÞTðq0PÞLðk0PÞ þ 2ðkΔÞTðk0PÞLðkPÞ
þ ðk0ΔÞTðq0PÞLðkPÞ − 2ðkk0ÞðkΔÞTðPPÞL þ ðk0q0ÞðkΔÞTðPPÞL − ðkq0Þðk0ΔÞTðPPÞLÞ







fðQ2 þ tÞð2ðkPÞLðkk0ÞT þ ðPq0ÞLðk0k0ÞT þ 2ðk0PÞLðkkÞT þ ðPq0ÞLðkk0ÞTÞ






fðQ2 þ tÞð2ðkΔÞTðkPÞLðk0ΔÞ þ ðk0ΔÞTðq0PÞLðk0ΔÞ þ 2ðkΔÞTðk0PÞLðkΔÞ
þ ðk0ΔÞTðq0PÞLðkΔÞ − 2ðkk0ÞðkΔÞTðPΔÞL þ ðk0q0ÞðkΔÞTðPΔÞL − ðkq0Þðk0ΔÞTðPΔÞLÞ
− ðQ2 − tþ 4ðkΔÞÞððk0ΔÞTðkPÞLðq0ΔÞ þ ðk0ΔÞTðq0PÞLðq0ΔÞ þ ðkk0ÞðPq0ÞLðΔΔÞT − ðk0q0ÞðkPÞLðΔΔÞT
− ðkq0Þðk0PÞLðΔΔÞTÞg; ð249cÞ
Ãð3ÞIUU ¼ −Að3ÞIUU ; B̃ð3ÞIUU ¼ −Bð3ÞIUU ; C̃ð3ÞIUU − Cð3ÞIUU ; ð250Þ
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ν=Q2 þ A3B3ν2=Q2; ð251Þ
where gLμν is defined following Eq. (229).
2. FILU: Longitudinally polarized beam, polarized target
For a longitudinally polarized beam and unpolarized target,
FILU ¼ FI ;tw2LU þ
Kffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q2
p FI ;tw3LU ; ð252Þ
we obtain a structure analogous to the unpolarized case, where the Re parts of the CFFs are replaced with the Im parts.
Twist two:
FI ;tw2LU ¼ AILUℑmðF1Hþ τF2EÞ þ BILUGMℑmðHþ EÞ þ CILUGMℑmH̃ ð253aÞ
Twist three:
FI ;tw3LU ¼ ℑmfAð3ÞILU ½F1ð2H̃2T þ E2TÞ þ F2ðH2T þ τH̃2TÞ
þ Bð3ÞILU GMẼ2T þ Cð3ÞILU GM½2ξH2T − τðẼ2T − ξE2TÞg
þ ℑmfÃð3ÞILU ½F1ð2H̃02T þ E2T 0Þ þ F2ðH2T 0 þ τH̃2T 0Þ
þ B̃ð3ÞILU GMẼ2T 0 þ C̃ð3ÞILU GM½2ξH2T 0 − τðẼ2T 0 − ξE2T 0Þg: ð253bÞ
The coefficients are obtained by contracting the antisymmetric part of the lepton tensor, L
ΛγΛ0γ
I ;A [Eq. (195)]


































Similarly with the antisymmetric lepton tensor we get






















and for the antisymmetric terms, respectively, we get
ÃAk0 ¼ 2Dþ½ðk × q0ÞT  cosϕþ 2Dþ½2ðkkÞT − ðkq0ÞT þ 2ðkq0Þ sinϕ; ð258aÞ
ÃAk ¼ −2Dþ½ðk0 × q0ÞT  cosϕþ 2Dþ½2ðkk0ÞT þ ðk0q0ÞT − 2ðk0q0Þ sinϕ; ð258bÞ
ÃAq0 ¼ −2D−½ðk0 × q0ÞT  cosϕþ 2D−½ðkk0ÞT þ ðk0q0ÞT − 2ðkk0Þ sinϕ; ð258cÞ
ÃAρϵ ¼ 2Dþ½2ðkk0ÞkαϵαρT − ðk0q0ÞkTαϵαρT − ðkq0Þk0Tα ϵαρT  cosϕ
− 2Dþ½2ðkk0ÞkρT − ðk0q0ÞkρT − ðkq0Þk0ρT  sinϕ; ð258dÞ
ÃAρϵ0 ¼ −2D−½ðkk0Þq0Tβ ϵρβT − ðk0q0ÞkTβ ϵρβT − ðkq0Þk0Tβ ϵρβT  cosϕ
þ 2D−½ðkk0Þq0ρT − ðk0q0ÞkρT − ðkq0Þk0ρT  sinϕ: ð258eÞ
A similar derivation for the antisymmetric part of the lepton tensor (denoted by the lepton helicity h in the lower index of
the Ã), yields,
























3. FIUL: Unpolarized beam, longitudinally polarized target
Contracting the lepton tensor with the symmetric [Eq. (212)] and antisymmetric [Eq. (213)] hadronic tensor components
for a longitudinally polarized proton yields,
FIUL ¼ FI ;tw2UL þ
Kffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q2
p FI ;tw3UL ð261Þ
with,
Twist two:
FI ;tw2UL ¼ AIULImðF1ðH̃ − ξẼÞ þ τF2ẼÞ þ BIULGMImH̃þ CIULGMImðHþ EÞ: ð262aÞ
Twist three:
FI ;tw3UL ¼ ℑmfAð3ÞIUL GMH2T þ Bð3ÞIUL F2H2T þ Cð3ÞIUL GME2T þDð3ÞIUL GMðξE2T − Ẽ2TÞg
þ ℑmfÃð3ÞIUL GMH2T 0 þ B̃ð3ÞIUL F2H2T 0 þ C̃ð3ÞIUL GME2T 0 þ D̃ð3ÞIUL GMðξE2T 0 − Ẽ2T 0Þg; ð262bÞ





































































4. FILL Longitudinally polarized beam, longitudinally polarized target
For both a longitudinally polarized beam and target we have a similar structure to Eq. (261), where now the Im part of
the CFFs is replaced by their Re part,
FLL ¼ FItw2LL þ
Kffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q2
p FI ;tw3LL ð263Þ
with,
Twist two:
FI ;tw2LL ¼ AILLℜeðF1ðH̃ − ξẼÞ þ τF2ẼÞ þ BILLGMℜeH̃þ CILLGMℜeðHþ EÞ ð264aÞ
Twist three:
FI ;tw3LL ¼ ℜefAð3ÞILL GMH2T þ Bð3ÞILL F2H2T þ Cð3ÞILL GME2T þDð3ÞILL GMðξE2T − Ẽ2TÞg
þℜefÃð3ÞILL GMH2T 0 þ B̃ð3ÞILL F2H2T 0 þ C̃ð3ÞILL GME2T 0 þ D̃ð3ÞILL GMðξE2T 0 − Ẽ2T 0Þg; ð264bÞ
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5. FIUT: Unpolarized beam, transversely polarized target, UT
For an in-plane transverse target polarization we have, for an unpolarized beam,
FIUTx ¼ ðΣ
ρ
S cosϕþ ΣρA sinϕÞfAITx;ρGMImE þ BITxρF2ImðHþ EÞ þ CITxρGMImðHþ EÞ











; ÃITx ¼ −
4M
Pþ















For an out-of-plane transverse target polarization we have, for an unpolarized beam,
FIUTy ¼ −ðΣ
ρ
S cosϕþ ΣρA sinϕÞfAITy;ρGMImE þ BITyρF2ImðHþ EÞ þ CITyρGMImðHþ EÞ







t̃μν; ÃITy ¼ −
4M
Pþ















6. FILT: Longitudinally polarized beam, transversely polarized target, LT
For an in-plane transverse target polarization we have, for a longitudinally polarized beam,
FILTx ¼ ðD
ρ
S cosϕþDρA sinϕÞfAITx;ρGMImE þ BITxρF2ImðHþ EÞ þ CITxρGMImðHþ EÞ
þ ÃITxGMImH̃þ B̃ITxF2ImH̃þ C̃ITxGMImẼg: ð271Þ
For an out-of-plane transverse target polarization we have, for a longitudinally polarized beam,
FILTy ¼ −ðD
ρ
S cosϕþDρA sinϕÞfAITy;ρGMImE þ BITyρF2ImðHþ EÞ þ CITyρGMImðHþ EÞ
þ ÃITyGMImH̃þ B̃ITyF2ImH̃þ C̃ITyGMImẼg: ð272Þ
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C. Discussion of results
A few remarks are in order:
(1) For each polarization configuration, the structure of
the cross section is clearly separated into its twist-two
and twist-three contributions. The distinction be-
tween the two types of contributions is defined both




suppression of the twist-three term. The phase struc-
ture is such that all twist-two terms appear with either
a cosϕ or sinϕ factor, while the twist-three term
appears with no phase. In addition to the phase
dependence on ϕ, all coefficients depend on ϕ as
dictated by the kinematics. This is at variancewith the
pure DVCS contributions (Sec. III).
(2) The unpolarized target contribution to the cross
section displays a generalized Rosenbluth form sim-
ilar to the one describing the BH term. Considering,
for instance, Eqs. (237a) and (237b) one can single out
the electric- and magnetic-type contributions,
ðF1Hþ τF2EÞ ↔ ðF21 þ τF22Þ≡G2E;
ðF1 þ F2ÞðHþ EÞ ↔ ðF1 þ F2Þ2 ≡G2M:
However, differently from the elastic and BH scatter-
ing processes, a termcontaining the axial-vectorGPD,
∝ ðF1 þ F2ÞH̃
is also present, as it is allowed by the DVCS helicity
structure. It is interesting to notice that a contribution
with the same structure (GMGA) appears both in
elastic and BH scattering as a parity-violating term.
The GPD Ẽ decouples from the unpolarized meas-
urement since it involves longitudinally polarized
quarks in a transversely polarized target (Table I).
(3) The unpolarized twist-three structure constructed
according to the scheme displayed in Table I, con-
tains the following terms:
ð2H̃2T þ E2TÞ; ðH2T þ τH̃2TÞ;
and Ẽ02T; ðH02T þ τH̃02TÞ:
ð2H̃2T þ E2TÞ is the unpolarized twist-three GPD
and it can be seen as the generalization of the Cahn
TMD, f⊥; analogously, ðH2T þ τH̃2TÞ is the twist-
three contribution corresponding to the same polari-
zation configuration of the GPD E. The latter is key
to understanding final-state interactions. In the axial-
vector sector, Ẽ02T corresponds to the twist-two GPD
H̃, and H02T þ τH̃02T to the GPD Ẽ.
(4) Of particular interest are the GPDs
Ẽ2T; ð2H̃02T þ E02TÞ
which are direct measurements of the quark con-
tribution to the proton orbital angular momentum,
Lz, and spin-orbit interaction term, (L · S), respec-
tively [37,40,41].
Based on our formalism, other polarization configurations
can be analyzed using a similar scheme as the one
described in detail for the unpolarized case.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
DVCS gives unique access to the three-dimensional
picture of the quarks and gluons lending great potential
to unveil much more about the spin structure of the
nucleon. But of course this is only true if there is a more
or less universal approach to the physical interpretation to
leading power accuracy, and if the strategies for phenom-
enological analysis are practical with well-defined uncer-
tainties. Here we have taken the first steps on a long path to
improve the prospects of information extraction and opti-
mized data acquisition.
We have presented a generalized and comprehensive
description of the cross section for DVCS scattering in
terms of the helicity amplitude structures up to twist-three
accuracy in a covariant form. Our transparent layout
intends to help both in the development of theoretical
constraints and in implementing them in the analysis
framework towards the goal of more accurately and
completely extracting information at the amplitude level
from both fixed target and collider data. We believe our
presentation of the various beam target polarization con-
tributions beyond leading twist with full azimuthal angular
dependence allows for a more concise and intelligible
representation in comparison to the ensconced Fourier
harmonics. The most important and direct consequence
of our approach is that it allows us to organize both the BH
and DVCS contributions to the cross section according to a
generalized Rosenbluth formulation. The corresponding
experimental extraction technique, the Rosenbluth separa-
tion method, has been used as a standard procedure for the
extraction of the proton electromagnetic form factors since
its inception, providing the highest-precision determina-
tions in Refs. [51,52]. Our approach opens up the pos-
sibility of analyzing DVCS data with a similar technique,
unveiling terms that were previously disregarded, and that,
as we explained herein, measure directly the angular
momentum contribution to the DVCS cross section. In
this respect, notice that radiative corrections, namely two-
photon exchanges which have been advocated to play a role
in elastic ep scattering processes [53], might contribute and
are a subject for future studies.
The increase in thoroughness in the description of the
DVCS observables is, therefore, critical for moving
forward. There exists a distinct necessity for not only
higher-twist contributions to fully describe the experi-
mental data, but also a transparent depiction of the
phase dependence and interference terms at higher
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twist to obtain a more complete set of constraints. We
expect that the additional constraints combined with
modern computational tools will provide the essential
architecture to more accurately extract the Compton form
factors.
The observables evaluated were presented in an exact
treatment in all contributions apart from the operator
product expansion in the hadronic tensor where dynamic
twist-three GPDs are considered, including kinematic
power corrections. Much attention was also given to the
dependence on the azimuthal angle, ϕ, of the different
contributions to the cross section, disentangling the phase
dependence resulting from the DVCS virtual photon
polarization vectors from the pure kinematic ϕ dependence.
In this way the formalism presented in this paper offers the
advantage of giving a transparent representation of both the
phase structure and theQ2 dependence of the cross section.
In particular, the order in inverse powers of Q, corresponds
to GPDs of different twist.
We intend for our formalism to be useful in both
large- and small-x physics, enabling a more detailed
study of the differences between forward and nonforward
distributions over the full range of distance scales. With
consideration of kinematic suppression and observable
interdependence as well as the relationship processes
we expect the quality of nucleon imaging to radically
improve in years to come. To this extent the experimental
and phenomenological approaches must evolve together
and take full advantage of machine intelligence.
Additional investigations in future publications including
numerical analyses, and an extension of our approach
to consider both recoil polarization in deeply virtual
exclusive electron scattering, as well as timelike
Compton scattering, will help to reveal this potential in
more detail.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILS OF
GENERAL DEFINITIONS
1. Dimensions
The cross section has dimensions of nb=GeV4. The
matrix element modulus squared, jTj2, has dimensions of
GeV−2, or ðℏcÞ2 × 10 nb.
A summary of the dimensions of the various contribu-
tions is presented in Table III. In particular, the dimensions
of TDVCS (GeV−1) are carried by the factor 1=Q in Eq. (15).
The lepton amplitude, A
Λγ
h has dimensions of GeV (linear
in Q), while the hadron amplitudes are dimensionless; the
photon propagator has dimensions of GeV−2, through the
1=Q2 factor, yielding GeV−1 for the product.
APPENDIX B: GPDs IN TERMS OF HELICITY-DEPENDENT CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
































TABLE III. Dimensions of the lepton, hadron and photon
propagator contributions to the cross section. The spinors are
normalized to 2M.
Process/Type Lepton Hadron γ propagator Total
jBHj2 0 M2 M−4 M−2
jDVCSj2 M2 0 M−4 M−2
BH-DVCS M M M−4 M−2













































































ðE02T − ξẼ02TÞ ¼ e−iϕðWγ
1γ5þþ þ iWγ













ðẼ02T − ξE02TÞ ¼ e−iϕðWγ
1γ5þþ þ iWγ













APPENDIX C: DETAILED LEPTON AND HADRON HELICITY STRUCTURE
OF THE DVCS CROSS SECTION













2½cosϕReð−F01Λþ − F01Λ− þ F0−1Λþ þ F0−1Λ− Þ þ sinϕImð−F01Λþ − F01Λ− − F0−1Λþ − F0−1Λ− Þ










½cosϕReðF01Λþ þ F01Λ− þ F0−1Λþ þ F0−1Λ− Þ þ sinϕImðF01Λþ þ F01Λ− − F0−1Λþ − F0−1Λ− g: ðC1Þ
Transverse polarization
To obtain a similar structure for the transversely polarized target in the ϕS direction using the density matrix in Eq. (75),
we define the polarized cross section as,
1
2



























≡ σTh;ΔΛT : ðC2Þ
Working out the terms, one has,













































































































































































































































ð−eiϕF̃10þþ;T − eiϕF̃10þ−;T þ eiϕF̃0−1þþ;T þ eiϕF̃0−1þ−;T
− e−iϕF̃01þþ;T − e−iϕF̃01þ−;T þ e−iϕF̃−10þþ;T þ e−iϕF̃−10þ−;TÞ












ðeiϕF̃10þþ;T þ eiϕF̃10þ−;T þ eiϕF̃0−1þþ;T þ eiϕF̃0−1þ−;T
þ e−iϕF̃−10þþ;T þ e−iϕF̃−10þ−;T þ e−iϕF̃01þþ;T þ e−iϕF̃01þ−;TÞg: ðC5Þ
Now with the terms organized with common phase factors, using parity and Hermitian conjugation, all the transverse
target structure functions can be written in terms of the virtual photon helicities with Λγð1Þ ¼ þ1 or 0 and
Λγð2Þ ¼ þ1; 0;−1. Then the single ST terms become 2iImðF̃Λγ
ð1Þ;Λγð2Þ
Λ;Λ0;T Þ, while the double polarization terms reduce
to 2ReðF̃Λγð1Þ;Λγð2ÞΛ;Λ0;T Þ,



















f2ϵcosðϕS−ϕÞðReF̃00þþ;T þReF̃00þ−;TÞ− 2ϵ sinðϕS −ϕÞðImF̃00þþ;T þImF̃00þ−;TÞ
þ 2cosðϕS−ϕÞðReF̃11þþ;T þReF̃11þ−;TÞ− 2sinðϕS −ϕÞðImF̃11þþ;T þImF̃11þ−;TÞ
þ 2cosðϕS−ϕÞðReF̃−1−1þþ;T þReF̃−1−1þ−;TÞ− 2sinðϕS −ϕÞðImF̃−1−1þþ;T þImF̃−1−1þ−;TÞ
− 2ϵcosðϕþϕSÞðReF̃1−1þþ;T þReF̃1−1þ−;TÞþ 2ϵ sinðϕþϕSÞðImF̃1−1þþ;T þImF̃1−1þ−;TÞ



































sinðϕSÞð2ImF̃10þþ;T þ 2ImF̃10þ−;TÞg: ðC6Þ
Imposing parity conservation and Hermiticity one finds that the single transverse polarization involves the imaginary parts







f−2ϵsinðϕS −ϕÞðImF̃00þþ;T þImF̃00þ−;TÞ− 2sinðϕS−ϕÞðImF̃11þþ;T þImF̃11þ−;TÞ































cosðϕSÞð2ReF̃10þþ;T þ 2ReF̃10þ−;TÞg: ðC7Þ
The terms in this expression can be read directly to provide the transverse structure functions in Eq. (36) of Sec. III.
APPENDIX D: DETAILS OF THE BH CROSS SECTION CALCULATION
FOR SPECIFIC Λ0γ POLARIZATION
For future applications, in this section we provide the contributions to the BH cross section for an unpolarized outgoing
photon.
1. Unpolarized target
























½ðP̄q0ÞððkεΛ0γ Þðk0P̄Þ − ðkP̄Þðk0εΛ0γ ÞÞ þ ðP̄εΛ0γ ÞððkP̄Þðk0q0Þ − ðkq0Þðk0P̄ÞÞ












½ðkεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ þ ðkq0ÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ Þ
þ ðkεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ þ ðkq0ÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ Þ

















½ðkεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γÞðk0q0Þ þ ðkq0ÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ Þ
þ ðkεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ þ ðkq0ÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ Þ
− ðkεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0Þ2ðk0εΛ0γ Þ − ðkεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0Þ2ðk0εΛ0γ Þ − 2ðkq0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ − ðkk0ÞðP̄q0Þ2




where W1 ≡ τG2M, W2 ≡ ðF21 þ τF22Þ and P≡ ðpþ p0Þ=2. The expressions above involve the polarization vector for the
outgoing photon, ϵΛ0γ .















G2M½ðSεΛ0γ ÞððkΔÞðk0q0Þ − ðkq0Þðk0ΔÞÞ
þ ðkSÞð−ðΔεΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ þ ðq0ΔÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ − ðkΔÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ þ ðkεΛ0γ Þðk0ΔÞÞ
þ ðk0SÞð−ðkεΛ0γ Þððk0ΔÞ þ ðq0ΔÞÞ þ ðkΔÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ þ ðkq0ÞðΔεΛ0γ ÞÞ þ ðP0SÞððkΔÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ − ðkεΛ0γ Þðk0ΔÞÞ
− ð1þ τÞF2GM
h
ðSεΛ0γ ÞððkΔÞðk0q0Þ − ðkq0Þðk0ΔÞÞ
þ ðkSÞð−ðΔεΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ þ ðq0ΔÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ − ðkΔÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ þ ðkεΛ0γ Þðk0ΔÞÞ
− ðk0SÞððkεΛ0γ Þððk0ΔÞ þ ðq0ΔÞÞ − ðkΔÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ − ðkq0ÞðΔεΛ0γ ÞÞ
þ ðP
0SÞ
2M2ð1þ τÞ ð−ðkεΛ0γ Þððk
0ΔÞððP̄q0Þ þ 2M2ðτ þ 1ÞÞ − ðq0ΔÞðk0P̄ÞÞ
þ ðkΔÞððk0εΛ0γ ÞððP̄q0Þ þ 2M2ðτ þ 1ÞÞ − ðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0q0ÞÞ þ ðΔεΛ0γ ÞðkP̄Þðk0q0Þ − ðq0ΔÞðkP̄Þðk0εΛ0γ Þ
− ðkq0ÞðΔεΛ0γ Þðk0P̄Þ þ ðkq0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0ΔÞÞ
io
; ðD8Þ
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σ̂polð1;3ÞBH;h;Λ0γ ¼ ð2hÞ8MCDþ
× fG2M½ðSεΛ0γ ÞððkΔÞðk0q0Þ þ ðkq0Þðk0ΔÞÞ
− ðkSÞððΔεΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ − ðq0ΔÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ þ ðkΔÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ þ ðkεΛ0γ Þðk0ΔÞÞ
þ ðk0SÞððkεΛ0γ Þððk0ΔÞ þ ðq0ΔÞÞ þ ðkΔÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ − ðkq0ÞðΔεΛ0γ ÞÞ þ ðP0SÞððkΔÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ þ ðkεΛ0γ Þðk0ΔÞÞ
− F2GMð1þ τÞ½ðSεΛ0γ ÞððkΔÞðk0q0Þ þ ðkq0Þðk0ΔÞÞ
− ðkSÞððΔεΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ − ðq0ΔÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ þ ðkΔÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ þ ðkεΛ0γ Þðk0ΔÞÞ
þ ðk0SÞððkεΛ0γ Þððk0ΔÞ þ ðq0ΔÞÞ þ ðkΔÞðk0εΛ0γ Þ − ðkq0ÞðΔεΛ0γ ÞÞ
þ ðP
0SÞ
2M2ð1þ τÞ ððkεΛ0γ Þððk
0ΔÞððP̄q0Þ þ 2M2ðτ þ 1ÞÞ − ðq0ΔÞðk0P̄ÞÞ
þ ðkΔÞððk0εΛ0γ ÞððP̄q0Þ þ 2M2ðτ þ 1ÞÞ − ðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0q0ÞÞ þ ðΔεΛ0γ ÞðkP̄Þðk0q0Þ − ðq0ΔÞðkP̄Þðk0εΛ0γ Þ




−G2M½ðq0ΔÞðSεΛ0γ Þððkq0Þðk0εΛ0γ Þ− ðkεΛ0γ Þðk0q0ÞÞ
þðkSÞððk0q0ÞððkεΛ0γ ÞðΔεΛ0γ Þ− ðq0ΔÞþðkΔÞÞ− ðkq0ÞððΔεΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ Þþðk0ΔÞÞÞ
þðk0SÞð−ðk0q0ÞððkεΛ0γ ÞðΔεΛ0γ ÞþðkΔÞÞþðkq0ÞððΔεΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ Þþðk0ΔÞþðq0ΔÞÞÞ
þðP0SÞð−ðk0q0ÞððkεΛ0γ ÞðΔεΛ0γ ÞþðkΔÞÞþðkq0ÞððΔεΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ Þþðk0ΔÞÞÞ
þGMF2
M2
½ðSεΛ0γ ÞððkεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0ÞððP̄q0Þðk0ΔÞ− ðq0ΔÞðk0P̄ÞÞþðq0ΔÞðkP̄ÞðP̄q0Þðk0εΛ0γ Þ− ðkq0ÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0ΔÞ
þðkΔÞðP̄q0ÞððP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ− ðP̄q0Þðk0εΛ0γ ÞÞ− ðq0ΔÞðkP̄ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þþðkq0Þðq0ΔÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0P̄ÞÞ
þðkSÞððΔεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0Þ2ðk0εΛ0γ ÞþðkεΛ0γ ÞðΔεΛ0γÞðP̄q0Þðk0P̄Þ
− ðΔεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ− ðkεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0ΔÞ
− ðq0ΔÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ Þ− ðkq0ÞðΔεΛ0γ ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0P̄Þ
þðq0ΔÞðP̄εΛ0γ ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þþðkq0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0ΔÞ
þðkP̄Þð−ðΔεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0Þðk0εΛ0γ ÞþðΔεΛ0γ ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ− ðP̄q0Þðk0ΔÞÞ
þðkΔÞððP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ Þ− ðP̄εΛ0γ ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0q0ÞþðP̄q0Þðk0P̄ÞÞ
þðP̄q0Þ2ðk0ΔÞ− ðq0ΔÞðP̄q0Þðk0P̄ÞÞ
þðk0SÞð−ðkεΛ0γ ÞðΔεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0Þðk0P̄ÞþðkεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0ΔÞ
þðkq0ÞðΔεΛ0γ ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0P̄Þ− ðkq0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0ΔÞ
þðkP̄ÞððP̄q0ÞððΔεΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ Þþðq0ΔÞþðk0ΔÞÞ− ðk0q0ÞðΔεΛ0γ ÞðP̄εΛ0γ ÞÞ
− ðkΔÞððP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ Þ− ðP̄εΛ0γ ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0q0ÞþðP̄q0Þðk0P̄ÞþðP̄q0Þ2Þ
þðkq0ÞðΔεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ ÞþðkεΛ0γ Þðq0ΔÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þ
− ðkεΛ0γ ÞðΔεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0Þ2− ðkq0Þðq0ΔÞðP̄εΛ0γ ÞðP̄εΛ0γ ÞÞ
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þ ðP0SÞð−ðkεΛ0γ ÞðΔεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0Þðk0P̄Þ þ ðkεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0ΔÞ
þ ðkq0ÞðΔεΛ0γ ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0P̄Þ − ðkq0ÞðP̄εΛ0γ ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0ΔÞ
þ ðkP̄ÞððΔεΛ0γ ÞðP̄q0Þðk0εΛ0γ Þ − ðΔεΛ0γ ÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ þ ðP̄q0Þðk0ΔÞÞ







−G2M½ðkSÞððkΔÞðk0q0Þ − ðq0ΔÞðk0q0Þ þ ðkq0Þðk0ΔÞÞ
− ðk0SÞððkΔÞðk0q0Þ þ ðkq0Þððk0ΔÞ þ ðq0ΔÞÞÞ þ ðP0SÞð−ððkΔÞðk0q0Þ þ ðkq0Þðk0ΔÞÞÞ
−GMF2ð1þ τÞ
h









×Ref−G2M½ðq0ΔÞðSεΛ0γ ÞððkεΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ− ðkq0Þðk0εΛ0γ ÞÞþðkSÞð−ðkεΛ0γ ÞðΔεΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þþ ðkq0ÞðΔεΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ ÞÞ
þðk0SÞððkεΛ0γ ÞðΔεΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ− ðkq0ÞðΔεΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ ÞÞþðP0SÞððkεΛ0γ ÞðΔεΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ− ðkq0ÞðΔεΛ0γÞðk0εΛ0γ ÞÞ
−GMF2ð1þ τÞ½−ðq0ΔÞðSεΛ0γ ÞððkεΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ− ðkq0Þðk0εΛ0γ ÞÞþðkSÞððkεΛ0γ ÞðΔεΛ0γÞðk0q0Þ− ðkq0ÞðΔεΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ ÞÞ
− ðk0SÞððkεΛ0γÞðΔεΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þ− ðkq0ÞðΔεΛ0γ Þðk0εΛ0γ ÞÞ
þðP0SÞððkεΛ0γ Þðk0q0Þððq0ΔÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þ− ðΔεΛ0γ ÞððP̄q0Þþ2M2ðτþ1ÞÞÞ
− ðk0εΛ0γ Þðkq0Þððq0ΔÞðP̄εΛ0γ Þ− ðΔεΛ0γ ÞððP̄q0Þþ2M2ðτþ1ÞÞÞÞg; ðD12Þ
where we have omitted terms that vanish after summing over the final photon polarization. In the lab frame, for the
longitudinal target polarization case, the azimuthal dependence of the BH amplitude squared comes only from the invariant
ðkΔÞ. For transverse polarization, additional azimuthal dependence is introduced through ðP0SÞ (kS and k0S).
APPENDIX E: DETAILS OF THE BH/DVCS INTERFERENCE COEFFICIENTS




2 þ tÞððPþq− − P−qþÞðkkÞT þ ðk0−kþ − k0þk−ÞðPkÞT þ 2ðPþq0− − P−q0þÞðkkÞT
− ðPþk− − P−kþÞðkq0ÞT þ ðq0þk− − q0−kþÞðPkÞT − ðPþk0− − P−k0þÞðkq0ÞT
þ ðq0þk0− − q0−k0þÞðPkÞT þ 2ðq0−Pþ − q0þP−Þðkk0ÞÞ
− ðQ2 − tþ 4ðkΔÞÞð2ðk−k0þ − kþk0−ÞðPq0Þ þ ðk0−kþ − k0þk−ÞðPq0ÞT þ ðk0þq0− − k0−q0þÞðPkÞT




2 þ tÞððΔþq− − Δ−qþÞðkkÞT þ ðk0−kþ − k0þk−ÞðkΔÞT þ ðΔþq0− − Δ−q0þÞðkkÞT
− ðΔþk− − Δ−kþÞðkq0ÞT þ ðq0þk− − q0−kþÞðkΔÞT þ ðΔþq0− − Δ−q0þÞðkkÞT
− ðΔþk0− − Δ−k0þÞðkq0ÞT þ ðq0þk0− − q0−k0þÞðkΔÞT þ 2ðq0−Δþ − q0þΔ−Þðkk0ÞÞ
− ðQ2 − tþ 4ðkΔÞÞð2ðk−k0þ − kþk0−ÞðΔq0Þ þ ðk0−kþ − k0þk−Þðq0ΔÞT þ ðk0þq0− − k0−q0þÞðkΔÞT
þ ðk−q0þ − kþq0−ÞðkΔÞTÞg sinϕ; ðE2Þ





2 þ tÞððk0−kþ − k0þk−ÞðkΔÞT þ ðq0−kþ − q0þk−ÞðkΔÞT þ ðq0−k0þ − q0þk0−ÞðkΔÞTÞ
− ðQ2 − tþ 4ðkΔÞÞððk0þq0− − k0−q0þÞðkΔÞT þ ðk0−kþ − k0þk−Þðq0ΔÞT þ ðk−q0þ − kþq0−ÞðkΔÞTÞg sinϕ: ðE3Þ




2þ tÞððk0PÞð2ðkkÞT − ðkq0ÞT þ2ðkq0ÞÞþðkPÞð2ðkk0ÞT − ðk0q0ÞT þ2ðk0q0ÞÞ
þ2ðkk0ÞðkPÞT − ðk0q0ÞðkPÞT − ðkq0Þðk0PÞTÞ




2þ tÞððk0ΔÞð2ðkkÞT − ðkq0ÞT þ2ðkq0ÞÞþðkΔÞð2ðkk0ÞT − ðk0q0ÞT þ2ðk0q0ÞÞ
þ2ðkk0ÞðkΔÞT − ðk0q0ÞðkΔÞT − ðkq0Þðk0ΔÞTÞ




2þ tÞð2ðkk0ÞðkΔÞT − ðk0q0ÞðkΔÞT − ðkq0Þðk0ΔÞT þ2ξð2ðkk0ÞðkPÞT − ðk0q0ÞðkPÞT − ðkq0Þðk0PÞTÞÞ
þðQ2− tþ4ðkΔÞÞððkk0Þðq0ΔÞT − ðk0q0ÞðkΔÞT − ðkq0Þðk0ΔÞT
þ2ξððkk0Þðq0PÞT − ðk0q0ÞðkPÞT − ðkq0Þðk0PÞTÞÞgsinϕ: ðE6Þ




2 þ tÞððk0þP− − k0−PþÞðkkÞT þ ðk−Pþ − kþP−ÞðkkÞT þ ðk0−kþ − k0þk−ÞðPkÞT
þ 2ðq0−Pþ − q0þP−ÞðkkÞT þ ðkþP− − k−PþÞðkq0ÞT þ ðq0þk− − q0−kþÞðPkÞT
þ ðk0þP− − k0−PþÞðkq0ÞT þ ðq0þk0− − q0−k0þÞðPkÞT − 2ðkk0Þðq0þP− − q0−PþÞÞ
− ðQ2 − tþ 4ðkΔÞÞð2ðPq0Þðk0þk− − k0−kþÞ þ ðPq0ÞTðk0þk− − k0−kþÞ þ ðPkÞTðkþq0−k−q0þÞ




2 þ tÞððkkÞTðk−Δþ − kþΔ−Þ þ ðkkÞTðk0þΔ− − k0−ΔþÞ þ ðk0−kþ − k0þk−ÞðkΔÞT
þ 2ðkkÞTðq0−Δþ − q0þΔ−Þ þ ðkq0ÞTðkþΔ− − k−ΔþÞ þ ðq0þk− − q0−kþÞðkΔÞT
þ ðkq0ÞTðk0þΔ− − k0−ΔþÞ þ ðq0þk0− − q0−k0þÞðkΔÞT − 2ðkk0Þðq0þΔ− − q0−ΔþÞÞ
− ðQ2 − tþ 4ðkΔÞÞð2ðΔq0Þðk0þk− − k0−kþþÞ þ ðq0ΔÞTðk0þk− − k0−kþÞ þ ðkΔÞTðkþq0− − k−q0þÞ




2 þ tÞÞððk−k0þ − k0−kþÞðkΔÞT þ ðq0þk− − q0−kþÞðkΔÞT þ ðq0þk0− − q0−k0þÞðkΔÞTÞ
− ðQ2 − tþ 4ðkΔÞÞððk0þk− − k0−kþÞðq0ΔÞT þ ðk0−q0þ − k0þq0−ÞðkΔÞT þ ðkþq0− − k−q0þÞðkΔÞTÞg cosϕ: ðE9Þ
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